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1.0 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Across the globe, Oxfam Great Britain (OGB) has a long tradition of creating sustainable impact in
the communities it serves. However, time and resource constraints often mean that programme
results are not fully assessed, documented and shared with staff or the general public. Recognising
the power of good data dissemination, OGB embarked on a new initiative in early 2009. Called
“Stories of Change”, this effort aims to combine quantitative results and ‘first-person’ narratives to
develop strong communications materials that are backed up by rigorous programme data. Overall,
“Stories of Change” profiles OGB project achievements and challenges in four key country sites:
Malawi, Haiti, India, and Sri Lanka. This particular document focuses on Oxfam’s work in Haiti—
and specifically, on the “Let Agogo” dairy network project. Established in 1999 by leading Haitian
animal health NGO Veterimed and supported by OGB since its start1, Let Agogo has built a robust
national network of 13 dairies that turn local producers’ milk into yoghurt, sterilised/pasteurised
milk, and cheese, and which then sell these finished goods for profit in various sites across Haiti.
To date, Let Agogo has followed a simple, straightforward process to build its dairy network. The
project constructs a dairy and supplies initial equipment, then hires local staff to run processing
operations and recruits area dairy farmers to form a producer association which coordinates milk
production and delivery (and ideally oversees dairy management in the long term). The project may
also give local farmers supplies like water wells or cows, and give associations capacity building
support and technical training. Farmers subsequently produce and sell their milk to the dairy, which
then processes the raw milk into long-life sterilised bottled milk, pasteurized milk, flavoured yoghurt,
and/or artisanal cheese. Finally, a Veterimed-funded marketing and purchasing “hub” called the
Central Purchasing and Commercialisation Unit (or the “Central Unit”) coordinates marketing and
sales for all dairies, finding clients to purchase the products, negotiating contracts and helping the
dairies restock packaging supplies/equipment—a service for which it takes a small margin to cover
its own costs. Dairies then deliver the products to clients, claim a small margin to cover their own
expenses, and pass on an annual per-bottle premium to producers.
Building on the success of this initial model, Veterimed opted in mid-2008 to expand the dairy
network from 13 to 25 processing units in a second phase of the project, with support from OGB
and other key donors. In doubling the number of processing sites, Veterimed and OGB aims to
increase Let Agogo’s domestic market share from 0.4% to 5%, while benefitting 2,000 rural
producer families across Haiti. Target beneficiaries are small-scale dairy farmers who own between
4-5 cows on small plots of land—but who are not leveraging their animals’ full production potential
because of a lack of good market access for milk sales. Officially launched in 2008 and running
through 2011, this second phase of Let Agogo consists of five core components which build on the
project’s first-phase activities. Each component has its own set of anticipated outcomes and areas of
OGB support (although Oxfam also contributes unrestricted funding to Veterimed, for general
expenses related to the project) 2:
1) Support to producers: Includes technical training on improved husbandry, provision of animals
(especially to female producers)/supplies, and other activities. Here, Oxfam contributes funding
1
2

Source: Interview with Veterimed Technical Coordinator Cimé Schilet, Mar. 2009.
Source: Interview with Luc St. Vil, OGB Haiti Programme Co-ordinator, Mar. 2009.
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2)

3)

4)

5)

for the distribution of cows to female producers. Anticipated outcomes for this component
include 2,000 new breeders familiar with new production techniques, a 50% increase in milk
production among participating producers, and new access to factors of production for 4,000
farmers.
Strengthening producer associations: Capacity-building training for new and current producer
associations. Oxfam contributes general funding to support these activities with the aim of
integrating 2,000 new milk-producing families into dairy association, of whom 30% will be
women. The project team also anticipates that by the end of the project the associations will be
capable of managing all aspects of milk processing and production.
Support to dairies: Creation of new dairy facilities that can manufacture a range of dairy
products; strengthening of current dairies’ production capacities. Oxfam provides funding for
new dairy equipment, and anticipates that 13 existing dairies will ultimately have an increased
production capacity of 100 additional litres of milk per day, while 12 new dairies will process at
least 200 litres of milk each day. Overall, the project team hopes the network will process
approximately two million litres of milk per year, with higher milk quality and increased storage
capacity to meet new client demand.
Enhancement of dairy marketing: Strengthening of the Central Unit’s marketing and outreach
capacity. Here, Oxfam gives funding and strategic advising to help the Central Unit transition
from a Veterimed-supported entity to an independent marketing and supply corporation.
Ultimately, the project aims to have the independent Central Unit oversee the marketing and sale
of close to one million litres of additional milk after three years, through a more diversified
product line and client base.
Strengthening of dairy sector advocacy: Lobbying of government to enshrine pasture land
rights of producers and improve producers’ access to state credit. Here, Oxfam gives funding and
resource support, in order to achieve anticipated national policy changes that increase credit
access and promote land provision for small dairy farmers.

While not explicitly stated as a project component,3 Phase 2 of Let Agogo also committed to
improving gender equality in local communities by giving women access to cows, by engaging more
women as local producers, and by creating women’s producer associations in some communities and
integrating women into mixed associations in others.
To inform planning for the new phase of Let Agogo growth—and to support the multi-country
“Stories of Change” campaign to document and promote results more effectively, in March 2009
OGB and Veterimed carried out an evaluation of Let Agogo’s progress to date. A mixed team of
OGB and external evaluators aimed to determine whether Let Agogo has in fact been moving
toward the successful achievement of anticipated outcomes/impact in communities served by some
of the 13 current dairies, in the time since its start. OGB also wished to ascertain which, if any, of
the project’s Phase 1 accomplishments might be clearly attributable to Oxfam support. Given the
similarities between Phase 1 and Phase 2 of the Let Agogo project, evaluators used the outcomes
described above as the basis for their assessment (with the exception of advocacy, which was not
assessed due to time and resource constraints).
For its evaluation, the OGB team targeted a sample of the Let Agogo beneficiary population and
compared this cohort against a non-beneficiary sample of dairy producers, (where possible) located
3

Source: Project Plan: VETERIMED Dairy Franchise Business - Lèt Agogo - Consolidation and Growth.
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in the same communities and with largely similar characteristics, namely (typically) married
household heads aged 18 – 60, with 6+ dependents, 1 – 3 cows, and some primary education.
Evaluators sought to determine whether clear differences existed between the two groups in the
project areas described above—and if so, whether these differences may be attributable to
OGB/Veterimed activities. The team used a mix of quantitative and qualitative methods, including a
quantitative household survey, administered to 60 beneficiary households and 60 non-beneficiary
households, qualitative focus group discussions, and semi-structured interviews with selected
stakeholders. These methods are described in detail in the full-length report that follows.
While the evaluation team was, in general, able to carry out a meaningful assessment of the Let
Agogo project, several key limitations affected the quality and rigour of data collected. Given the
partnership-based model of project implementation (wherein OGB gives Haitian NGO Veterimed
largely unrestricted funding to implement Let Agogo through local dairies) the “Oxfam
contribution” was often not explicitly recognised by local communities. In many cases, this lack of
clear OGB brand recognition made it difficult for evaluators to clearly attribute project
outcomes/impact to Oxfam specifically. Where the household survey and focus groups were
concerned, sample size, selection methods, and site choice were dictated by programme constraints.
Several of the dairies targeted for evaluation were, in fact, not operating at the time of the evaluation
or inaccessible due to transport and time constraints. As a result, the overall survey sample was
small—and potentially not an accurate representation of the entire beneficiary/local non-beneficiary
population.
Yet despite these challenges, evaluators found promising results which suggest that the Let Agogo
project is, in many respects, making good progress toward its stated aims. In the area of support to
producers, evaluators found that 90% of surveyed project beneficiaries receive some form of
project assistance, and that 97% of beneficiaries who have received training feel this help has
enabled them to improve their milk production. Indeed, since the start of project, beneficiaries’
annual milk production has risen by over 100% to an average of 282 Gal/year. In contrast, nonbeneficiary milk production has declined during the same time period to approximately 265
Gal/year. Evaluators believe these production increases may be linked to project support, in
combination with parallel project efforts to boost market access. However, evaluators did note that
project support to producers is geographically uneven: producers in some locations only receive
limited assistance.
Where strengthening of producer associations is concerned, the team found that 70% of polled
beneficiaries feel their local association gives them support that has better equipped them to produce
milk--by enabling them to build stronger producer networks and gain access to higher milk sale
prices. For many, the associations’ key value is the “strength in numbers” that they provide: by
bringing producers together in cohesive groups, the associations help boost producers’ access to
resources and training. Women particularly value this opportunity to come together and gain
support from each other. However, evaluators also noted that many members feel their participation
in the management and decision-making structures of their associations is currently limited. On a
related note, most associations presently appear to lack the capacity to take over dairy management
duties from Let Agogo.
Support to dairies, meanwhile, has yielded several promising results, with the construction of dairy
facilities providing farmers in many communities with new (or first-ever) opportunities to sell their
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milk. In some communities, support to dairies has enabled local processing sites to provide added
services to area producers, like animal vaccinations. Dairy expansion has also created key local jobs,
with 150+ employees working in the current dairy network. Project training of these staff in milk
quality control has also likely helped raise quality standards. Unlike other local buyers, Let Agogo
dairy staff are trained to test farmers’ milk rigorously for dilution and impurities. However, the team
noted that all dairies visited find it difficult to balance peaks and troughs of supply and demand
throughout the year, and many operate below capacity—particularly during the country’s dry season.
In the area of market access, it appears that project efforts have enabled good progress toward key
outcomes. The opening of dairies and the acquisition of a large-scale school supply contract have
boosted demand for local producers’ milk, likely raising incomes: 89% of beneficiaries report higher
annual earnings after joining the Let Agogo network. In 2008, beneficiary income from milk sales
was three times higher than non-Let Agogo producers’ milk earnings. With their added earnings,
many beneficiary producers can now pay school fees, invest in new assets, and provide start-up
capital for women-owned businesses. Project support has also helped increase capacity for new
market penetration: the Oxfam-funded purchase of 80,000 glass bottles has helped Let Agogo
provide sterilised milk for state schools—a large-scale supply contract. However, the marketing
model is somewhat vulnerable. The sale of yoghurt faces stiff competition and shrinking profit
margins, and the reliance on the state school system as a single large client for sterilised milk sales,
with no contract guarantees, is a risk to stability.
Finally, where women’s empowerment is concerned, evaluators found that project activities have
provided key benefits for certain female producers, including Oxfam-funded distribution of over
120 cows, and support for efforts to increase female membership in producer associations. New
cow ownership has given some local women a new income stream, likely increasing their economic
status and boosting their social standing as a result. Indeed, in surveyed communities, 65% of all
beneficiaries believe that women have a greater role in household decision-making since Let Agogo’s
start, while only 44% of non-beneficiaries feel the same. However, not all communities are currently
benefiting from key activities like cow distribution. Project support for women is still somewhat
uneven and inconsistent across project sites.
Drawing on these findings, evaluators have made several recommendations as the Let Agogo team
begins Phase 2 of its activities. Overall, the evaluators suggest that Oxfam GB and Veterimed staff
carry out more regular, in-depth project monitoring and evaluation (M&E). A strong, systematised
M&E system can help staff identify project strengths and weaknesses, and do much to propel the
project toward success. In the area of producer support, imported high-yield cattle, better yearround water supplies, and more credit/loan provision may warrant further investigation as strategies
to help producers improve their output and well-being. Among the producer associations, stronger
recruitment campaigns, streamlining of meetings, and clearer incentive structures may help boost
membership and participation. At the dairies themselves, more on-site storage capacity, plus a bottle
return scheme, could enhance dairy production processes and insulate against fluctuating supply and
demand. In the open market, stronger mentorship from national business leaders and a privatesector advisory board could facilitate acquisition of new large-scale clients. And where women’s
empowerment is concerned, scaling up current initiatives like cow distribution into all dairy
communities can help the project achieve its gender equality targets. Indeed, the same can be said
for the project as a whole: if efforts are made to expand access to the project’s successful elements,
and if challenges are thoughtfully addressed, then Let Agogo has strong prospects for growth.
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2.0 INTRODUCTION
2.1 BACKGROUND – STORIES OF CHANGE
Oxfam Great Britain (OGB) has a long tradition of creating lasting impact in the communities it
serves. However, tight timelines and limited budgets often mean that programme results are not
fully assessed, documented and shared with staff or the general public. Given that OGB depends on
large numbers of individuals and institutional funders for resources to carry out its work, better
storytelling about “what works” in OGB programming can be a powerful motivation for these
donors to continue their support. Better storytelling may also draw in new donors and raise more
awareness about OGB programmes among the public at large. In addition, good narrative
documentation can help OGB country staff identify areas of programme strength and weakness, in
order to make changes where needed.
Recognising the power of good storytelling, OGB embarked on a new initiative in early 2009. Called
“Stories of Change”, this effort aims to combine quantitative data and ‘first-person’ narratives with
the goal of developing strong communications materials (for use locally and in the UK) that are
backed up by rigorous programme data. The initiative focuses on livelihoods programmes in
particular, at four country sites: Malawi, Haiti, India and Sri Lanka. In carrying out this activity,
OGB’s aim is to meet both external and internal needs. For outside stakeholders, OGB hopes to
collect, analyse and present data that demonstrates key results which can be clearly attributed to
Oxfam interventions. Within the organisation, OGB aims to build its own capacity to collect data
effectively, analyse it meaningfully, and communicate it powerfully to others. Each of the four
Stories of Change follows a common structure and process:
•
•
•

•

A research/planning phase, where OGB and country staff identify key themes, projects

and geographic locations for evaluation and documentation.
A logic model phase, where the team works together to create a clear, concise logic model
for selected projects, in collaboration with local stakeholders.
An evaluation phase, where the team tests the logic model’s hypotheses through field work
that involves the collection and analysis of data from selected project activities. This phase
includes ‘story gathering’, where country staff and UK-based communications staff
document compelling individual case studies together.
A product development phase, where the team summarizes findings and transforms them
into a) an internal evaluation report and b) powerful communications products for key
audiences.

For its Haiti Story of Change, OGB opted to focus on the “Let Agogo” dairy farming and
production project—an initiative implemented through local Haitian partner NGO Veterimed with
OGB funding and support from OGB’s Haiti team. Described in detail below, the Let Agogo
project was chosen for profiling following a decision to scale-up its activities from 13 current
programme locations to an anticipated 25 locations, under the auspices of OGB’s multi-country
Enterprise Development Programme (EDP). OGB staff felt that a pre-scale-up evaluation would
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help inform expansion plans, by providing an opportunity to capture and analyse project successes
and challenges to date.

2.2 LET AGOGO: PROJECT CONTEXT AND DESCRIPTION
2.2.1 PROJECT CONTEXT
An anomaly in the relatively stable Caribbean region, Haiti has endured continuous political and
economic turmoil since its self-proclaimed independence from France in 1804. In recent decades,
GDP has declined steadily while inflation has risen. Trade liberalization policies designed to
stimulate local growth have instead led to a flood of imported goods—particularly food products—
as import quotas were abolished and tariffs lowered. In 1981, only 18% of total imports were food
items; by 2004 this proportion had risen to 27%, of which 10% were dairy products. During the
same period, state support for domestic food production declined dramatically and food exports fell
in turn, from 28% of total exports in 1981 to only 6% in 2004.4 Add to these challenges a marked
deterioration in roads and transport networks, as well as a reduction in nation-wide electricity
supply, and the case for indigenous Haitian food production grows all the weaker: no infrastructure
for production; no markets for sales.
Yet despite these obstacles, Haiti has managed to create and maintain a small domestic dairy
industry, leveraging the country’s vast (and mostly untapped) supply of nearly 0.5 million dairy
cows.5 In the 1970s and 1980s, various public and private sector initiatives helped establish a modest
but robust network of dairy farms and processing facilities, which use local raw milk—rather than
powdered imports from foreign producers—to make local yoghurt, cheese, and sterilised milk for
sale. Today, a leading example of domestic dairy production is the Let Agogo network (Haitian
Creole for “Milk Aplenty”), established in 1999 by leading Haitian animal health NGO Veterimed
and supported by OGB since its start.6 Since its formation, the network has expanded to 13
production sites, many of which follow the same basic model:
1) Veterimed (through support from external funders like OGB) constructs a dairy and supplies
initial equipment. Machines are mainly powered by propane gas, eliminating the need for
reliable electricity.
2) Veterimed establishes a dairy management structure, hiring a local manager and staff to run
processing operations—and then recruiting area dairy farmers to form a producer
association (if none previously exists), to coordinate milk production and delivery. The
organisation may also equip local farmers with supplies for dairy farming, including seeds for
pasture, water wells, and dairy cows. Associations receive organizational capacity building
support, technical training, and occasional supplies from Veterimed. Any area milk producer
may join the association or simply sell to the dairy as a non-member but in areas where
Veterimed does not distribute cows or equipment, farmers must provide their own in order
to be eligible for the programme.
Source: Let Agogo Dairy Franchise Consolidation and Growth – Project Proposal 2008 – 2011.
Source: ibid.
6 Source: Interview with Veterimed Technical Coordinator Cimé Schilet, Mar. 2009.
4
5
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3) Farmers produce and sell their milk to the dairy, either through mobile “milk collection” or
direct drop-off at the production site. Dairy staff then processes the raw milk into long-life
sterilised bottled milk, pasteurized milk, flavoured yoghurt, and/or artisanal cheese.
4) A Veterimed-funded marketing and purchasing “hub” called the Central Purchasing and
Commercialisation Unit (or the “Central Unit”) coordinates marketing and sales for all
dairies, finding clients to purchase the products, negotiating contracts and helping the dairies
restock packaging supplies (bottles, labels, etc) and other major items of equipment—a
service for which it takes a small margin, to cover its own costs.
5) Dairies then deliver the products to clients, claim a small margin to cover their own
expenses, and pass on an annual per-bottle premium to producer association members.
Non-member producers also receive a smaller pay-out at the end of the year.
This relatively simple process has enabled Let Agogo to grow into a brand with nation-wide
presence—synonymous with quality and local pride. Notwithstanding several setbacks and growing
competition (including the launch of other local brands which emulate the Let Agogo model but use
imported milk), the project has been cited repeatedly by sector publications like Latin Trade as a
successful example of small business development7. Within a four-year period, ownership of each
dairy should, ideally, devolve to the local producer associations with the dairy itself registered as a
private, profit-making business.

2.2.2 PROJECT OVERVIEW
Building on Let Agogo’s successes to date, Veterimed opted in mid-2008 to expand the dairy
network from 13 to 25 processing units in a second phase of the project, with support from OGB
and other key donors. In doubling the number of processing sites, Veterimed and OGB aim to
increase Let Agogo’s domestic market share from 0.4% to 5%, while benefitting 2,000 rural
producer families across Haiti. Target beneficiaries are small-scale dairy farmers who own between
4-5 cows on small plots of land—but who are not leveraging their animals’ full production potential
because of a lack of good market access for milk sales. Veterimed and OGB also estimate that
several thousand other small-scale producers in areas near the new dairies will benefit indirectly
from the project, through anticipated increases in local market prices for milk following the start-up
of the new dairies (which would offer guaranteed, higher purchase prices per gallon).
Officially launched in 2008 and running through 2011, the project itself consists of five core
components which build on the project’s first-phase activities. Each component has its own set of
anticipated outcomes, and areas of OGB support8:
1) “Support to producers”: A range of support for small-scale producers, including technical
training on improved husbandry, provision of animals (especially to female

Source: Latin Trade Magazine, Nov. 2006.
Source: Interview with Luc St. Vil, OGB Haiti Programme Co-ordinator, Mar. 2009. It should be noted that Oxfam
also contributes unrestricted funding to Veterimed, for general organisational expenses related to the Let Agogo project.
7
8
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producers)/pasture land/seeds, digging of wells/water sources for animals, and other
activities.
Oxfam contribution: Funding for the distribution of cows to female producers, through a
distribution scheme called “Mama Boeuf” (Haitian Creole for “Mother Cow”).
Anticipated outcomes:
• 2,000 new breeders familiar with techniques to increase dairy farm production and
pasture management.
• 50% increase in milk production among participating producers.
• Factors of production (water, seeds, etc.) are accessible to 4,000 farmers.
2) “Strengthening producer associations”: Capacity-building training for new and current
producer associations: Veterimed-led management courses, assistance with drafting by-laws
and procedures, distribution of handbooks and other resources.
Oxfam contribution: General funding to support capacity-building activities.
Anticipated Outcomes:
• Integration of 2,000 new milk-producing families into the 25 dairies’ association
structure.
• 30% of the new producers will be women; at least 40% of the members of the dairy
unit administrative councils will be women.
• Associations manage all aspects of milk processing and production, and play an
active role in dairy management decision-making.
3) “Support to dairies”: Creation of new dairy facilities that offer multiple milk processing
options (cheese production, yoghurt production, sterilised milk, etc.), and strengthening of
current/new dairies’ production capacities.
Oxfam contribution: Funding for the procurement of new dairy equipment.
Anticipated Outcomes:
• 13 existing dairies able to process 100 additional litres of milk per day; 12 new dairies
able to process at least 200 litres of milk each day.
• Overall Let Agogo network will process approximately two million litres of milk per
year.
• Improvement in product quality: fewer litres of farmer-supplied milk rejected at
dairies.
4)

“Enhancement of milk product marketing”: Strengthening of the Central Unit’s
marketing and outreach capacity; proactive acquisition of new large-scale customers and
supply contracts.
Oxfam contribution: Funding and strategic adviceto help the Central Unit transition from a
Veterimed-supported entity to an independent business entity.
Anticipated Outcomes:
• Approximately one million litres of additional milk (in the form of milk and cheese)
effectively marketed after three years.
• New product lines launched and sold in local markets.
• Increased network-wide storage capacity to meet new client demand: up to 28,000
bottles/month.
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•

Greater client diversification: less reliance on single large clients (i.e.state school
system).

5) “Strengthening of dairy sector advocacy”: Lobbying the government to enshrine pasture
land rights of producers, and improve producers’ access to state credit.
Oxfam contribution: Funding and resource support for land advocacy campaign,
specifically in the Nord département.
Anticipated Outcomes:
• Government measures implemented to support producers’ access to formal credit from
state financial structures, and to more state land for pasture.
• Support to institutions that promote credit and land provision to producers.
While not explicitly stated as a project component,9 the new Let Agogo phase also commits to
improving gender equality in local communities, by giving women access to cows (through the
“Mama Boeuf” initiative), by engaging more women as local producers, and by creating women’s
producer associations in some communities and integrating women into mixed associations in
others, to give women a greater voice in local dairy production.

2.2.3 PROJECT LOGIC MODEL
As part of the Stories of Change process, prior to the start of this evaluation, OGB’s Haiti team and
Veterimed personnel worked with OGB advisors and consultants to capture the above-mentioned
project components in a simple Logic Model. The model aimed to give all stakeholders a clear,
shared understanding of the changes that Phase 2 of the Let Agogo project hopes to achieve,
building on the activities and results of Phase 1. The completed model is shown here:

9

Source: Project Plan: VETERIMED Dairy Franchise Business - Lèt Agogo - Consolidation and Growth.
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Implementation
Inputs
•
•
•

Human
resources
Financial
resources
Material
resources
(equipment,
supplies)

Results
Activities
Component 1: Support to
Producers
• Producer training
• Construction of wells/water
sources
• Distribution of cows to new
female producers
• Animal health awareness
activities, construction of
enclosures
Component 2 : Strengthening of
Producer Associations
• Grouping of producers into
associations
• Establishment of women
producers’ associations/
campaigns to boost female
membership in existing
associations
• Organizational capacitybuilding training (management,
governance, etc.)
Component 3: Support to Dairies
• Construction of dairies
• Procurement of new dairy
equipment
• Training of dairy personnel

Outputs

Outcomes

Impact

•
•
•
•

•
•

2,000 new producers
trained
Cows distributed to new
female producers
New wells/ enclosures
constructed

•

25 associations
established, with elected
leadership.
25 associations holding
regular meetings.

•

•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

12 new dairies built
25 functioning dairies
(total) using new
equipment actively
150 dairy staff trained
on new production
techniques

•
•
•
•

2,000 new producers (including 30%
women) producing and selling milk
weekly.
50% increase in milk yields among
participating producers.
Factors of production (water, seeds,
etc.) accessible to an additional 4,000
farmers.

2,000 new producers are active
association members.
30% of the new association members
are women; 40% of association
leadership is female.
Associations manage all aspects of milk
processing and production
Associations play active role in dairy
management decision-making

•

Rise of Let Agogo
market share to
5% of total
domestic dairy
market
2,000 new
producer
households with
at least $50/yr
additional income
from milk
production as a
result of greater
market
penetration

12 new dairies processing 200
Litres/milk each day
13 existing dairies with increased
production capacity of 100 additional
litres of milk each day
Overall Let Agogo network processing
over 2 million Litres/year of milk
Improvement in product quality: fewer
Litres of farmer-supplied milk rejected
at dairies
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(see above for
inputs)

(see above for
inputs)

Component 4:
Enhancement of Dairy
Marketing
• Opening of new points of sale
• Participation in agricultural
fairs/sales events
• Securing of new customer
contracts
• Rollout of new product lines

•
•
•
•
•

Component 5: Strengthening of
Advocacy
• Lobbying activities to promote
credit access, land rights: media
campaigns, government
roundtables, etc.

•

•

10 new points of sale
operating
New product lines
launched and selling
well.
Dairies participating in 3
agricultural fairs/year
School supply contract
renewed
New customer contracts
secured
Lobbying campaigns
successfully carried out;
public awareness raised
nation-wide
Government policies on
credit and land rights
changed to favour
producers.

•
•
•
•

Approximately 300,000 Litres of
additional milk marketed/year
New product lines sold in local markets
Greater client diversification: less
reliance on single large clients.
Increased network-wide storage capacity
to meet new client demand: up to
28,000 bottles/month
(see above for impact)

•
•
•

Greater availability of low-interest
loans/credit for producers
Increase in amount of pasture land
available to producers
Greater support for credit/land rights
institutions

(see above for impact)
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2.3 EVALUATION METHODOLOGY
2.3.1 PURPOSE AND FRAMEWORK
In planning for Let Agogo’s growth, and during the course of project activities, OGB and Veterimed
have documented certain key project success stories and “good practices”. However much of this
documentation has been anecdotal and unstructured, leaving partners involved in the project and
wider stakeholders without a clear, quantifiable understanding of Let Agogo’s actual strengths and
weaknesses, and impact on communities. As OGB, its Haiti team, and Veterimed prepared for a
new phase of project growth, all of these implementing partners agreed that a more formal
assessment of Let Agogo’s core components could help support expansion planning by providing a
useful snapshot of the project’s impact to date and its prospects for scale-up. An evaluation could
also yield useable data that might be integrated into communications materials, creating stronger
outreach tools to promote the project more effectively in Haiti and in the UK
Overall, partners aimed to determine whether Let Agogo was in fact moving toward the successful
achievement of anticipated outcomes/impact in certain areas served by some of the 13 current
dairies during the time period since the start of its first phase. OGB also wished to ascertain which,
if any, of the project’s Phase 1 accomplishments might be clearly attributable to Oxfam support—
despite the obvious challenge of establishing attribution in a project where much of OGB’s funding
is unrestricted, namely, not directly earmarked for specific project activities. As a result, OGB
engaged a third-party evaluation consultant to carry out a two-week assessment of Let Agogo’s local
impact, with support from OGB staff members. Given the similarities between Phase 1 and Phase 2
of the Let Agogo project, with Phase 2 activities and intended outcomes largely the same as those of
Phase 1, but simply on a wider scale, evaluators used the Logic Model presented in Section 2.2.3 as
the basis for their assessment. For each project component described in the model, the team sought
to assess progress toward longer-term outputs and outcomes—as a proxy measure for Phase 1
success and the effect of OGB support. Within each component, inquiry centered around four
themes, following the framework of the OECD-DAC EHA criteria10:
OECD-DAC Criterion
Coverage

Relevance

Effectiveness

Evaluation Questions
• Is the project component adequately reaching targeted beneficiaries in all
designated geographic implementation sites?
• What is OGB doing to enhance/impede coverage for this component?
• Does the project component actually meet local needs/priorities?
• Does the project component reflect OGB objectives/core values for this
project?
• What is OGB doing to enhance/impede the relevance of this component?
• Is the project component achieving its desired outcomes? Why/why not?
• What positive/negative outcomes might be attributed to OGB’s project
support?
• What is OGB doing to enhance/impede the effectiveness of this

10 Source: Evaluating Humanitarian Action Using the OECD-DAC Criteria. Note that evaluators did not appraise the
connectedness, coherence, or efficiency of project components (remaining DAC criteria) due to time and resource
constraints.
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Impact

•
•
•

component?
Is there any evidence that the project component is creating wider
social/economic impact? Why/why not?
What positive/negative impact, if any, might be attributed to OGB’s project
support?
What is OGB doing to enhance/impede this component’s impact?

Component 5 (Advocacy and Campaigning) was not assessed during the course of this evaluation;
given time and resource constraints, the team opted to observe direct field activities rather than
policy advocacy work. Evaluators also decided to add an additional component—Women’s
Empowerment—as a stand-alone part of the evaluation. While gender equality is a cross-cutting
theme that runs throughout the Let Agogo project, the team felt that the project’s concerted focus
on increasing and strengthening the participation of female producers warranted special attention.
As described above in Section 2.1, the evaluation—like Stories of Change as a whole—has several
audiences: internal OGB staff (both in Haiti, across countries, and in the UK), as well as external
stakeholders (including the general public and programme partners). Internally, OGB hopes the
evaluation will be used by:
Haiti country staff to stimulate discussion, reflection and learning about 'good practice' in
project delivery and as a basis for follow-up monitoring.
OGB managers and Livelihoods Advisors in the development of its new Livelihoods
strategy
OGB MEL Advisors in the assessment of OGB's effectiveness
Other OGB country teams to learn from Haiti's experience of working with small-scale dairy
producers
Externally, OGB aims to share evaluation results with:
Programme partners like Veterimed, to inform future planning and help enhance joint work.
Donor audiences in the UK and other Oxfam donor countries (in tandem with/embedded
in communications products), to stimulate more involvement with Oxfam’s work.
Government/civil society members in Haiti and/or the UK, to demonstrate Oxfam’s
effectiveness and increase buy-in/cooperation with key decision-makers.
2.3.2 METHODS
To evaluate the relevance, coverage, effectiveness and impact of the Let Agogo project to date, the
evaluation team targeted an illustrative sample of the Let Agogo beneficiary population and
compared this cohort against a non-beneficiary sample of dairy producers (where possible) located
in the same communities, and with largely similar characteristics, (typically) married household heads
aged 18 – 60, with 6+ dependents, 1 – 3 cows, and some primary education. Evaluators sought to
determine whether clear differences existed between the two groups in the project component areas
of producer support, market access, and women’s empowerment—and if so, whether these
differences may be attributable to OGB/Veterimed activities. Given the project’s emphasis on
promoting gender equality, and existing sociocultural differences between men and women in
targeted communities, the team also opted to evaluate male and female beneficiaries/nonbeneficiaries separately where possible—or disaggregate data by sex. As Stories of Change aims to
capture both numerical and narrative outcome/impact data, the team used a mix of quantitative and
qualitative methods:
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A Quantitative Household Survey was administered to an overall sample of 60 beneficiary
households and 60 non-beneficiary households in three communities in the Nord,
Artibonite, and Nord-Est départements that are home to Let Agogo dairies: Marmelade,
Limonade and Terrier Rouge (see Appendix for map of sites visited). Surveys asked
respondents to compare ex post levels of dairy farming support, participation, production,
market access, and income with ex ante levels. Beneficiaries were asked to compare 2008
levels with levels in the last year prior to entering Let Agogo, which ranged from 2002 2005; non-beneficiaries were simply asked to compare 2008 levels with levels three to five
years prior (2003 – 2005), as best they could recollect. Surveys were delivered by a team of 8
local surveyors trained by the evaluation team in Cap Haitien; data entry was carried out by a
team of three local analysts before the external evaluator analysed the results. Full survey
questionnaires can be found in the appendix of this report.
Qualitative Focus Group Discussions were held with 6 groups of non-beneficiaries and 8
groups of beneficiaries, in single-sex groups where possible, in four communities that are
home to Let Agogo dairies: Marmelade, Limonade, Bon Repos, and Léogane (see Appendix
for detailed listing of groups). Focus groups comprised two key activities: first, participants
took part in a structured matrix ranking activity (based on the FAO’s Livelihood Matrix
tool), where they were asked to self-rate the changes they had experienced in dairy farming
support, participation, production, market access, income, and gender equality since the start
of their participation in Let Agogo (for beneficiaries) or in the past three to five years (proxy
measure, for non-beneficiaries). Second, building on the matrix results, evaluators asked
participants a series of open-ended questions related to each project component, and
documented narrative answers. Each focus group was led by a local facilitator, an OGB
evaluator, and a local translator; local staff was trained by OGB evaluators in Cap Haitien
and in Port au Prince. Focus group guides can be found in the appendix of this report.
Semi-structured interviews were also held with selected stakeholders, so that evaluators
could gain further insight into programme outcomes at the individual/institutional
leadership level. OGB evaluators carried out interviews directly, through the aid of local
translators where needed, using structured questionnaires—however interviewees were also
encouraged to add additional response content/comments where pertinent. Interviewees
included:
• Individual beneficiaries/dairy association coordinators (x 4)
• Local dairy managers/staff (x 5)
• Veterimed marketing/management staff (x 5)
• Oxfam programme staff (x 1)
Individual Profiles formed a final element of the evaluation; here, OGB communications
staff (with the aid of a translator) followed selected beneficiaries in the Limonade area over
the course of a working day, documenting in photo, video, and audio recordings their
production of milk, its delivery and sale at the dairy, and their care for their animals. Followup profiling showed the processing of the beneficiaries’ raw milk into products for sale, and
the offering of these products to local buyers. This qualitative process aimed to capture, in
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images and sound, the outcomes and impact of the programme through the eyes of
beneficiaries.
2.3.3 LIMITATIONS
While the evaluation team was, in general, able to carry out a meaningful assessment of the Let
Agogo project, several key limitations affected the quality and rigour of data collected:
Given the partnership-based model of project implementation wherein OGB gives Haitian
NGO Veterimed largely unrestricted/non-specific funding to implement Let Agogo through
local dairies, the “Oxfam contribution” was often not explicitly recognised by
beneficiaries/interview subjects. In many cases, this lack of clear OGB brand recognition
made it difficult for evaluators to clearly attribute project outcomes/impact to Oxfam
specifically.
Where the household survey was concerned, sample size, selection methods, and site choice
were dictated by programme constraints. Several of the 13 dairies targeted for evaluation
were, in fact, not operating at the time of the evaluation or inaccessible due to transport and
time constraints. As a result, the overall survey sample was small—and potentially not an
accurate representation of the entire beneficiary/local non-beneficiary population.
Few dairies/producer associations/Veterimed liaison staff keep accurate records of local
beneficiaries, precluding more rigorous random sampling and forcing evaluators to engage
simply with subjects who were present on-site at the time of evaluation visits. This reality
raised concerns about selection bias and participant reliability.
In several communities, a lack of organized community structures hampered efforts to
organize non-beneficiary samples for surveys/focus groups. Here too, evaluators and
surveyors were forced to rely on non-random, likely biased sample selection.
In some communities, partner staff was unable to locate a suitable number of nonbeneficiary dairy producers for focus group discussions/interviews, and instead provided
non-producer non-beneficiaries—thus limiting evaluators’ ability to establish a credible
comparison/counterfactual for dairy production project components.
However, despite these constraints and sampling errors, evaluators still felt that the response data
collected through the methods described above was reasonably clear, credible, and relevant enough
to permit a good general evaluation of the programme. Selected consolidated quantitative and
qualitative findings are presented below, and grouped by programme component (with
“Empowerment of Women” replacing “Advocacy”, as described above).
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3.0 KEY FINDINGS
3.1 SUPPORT TO PRODUCERS
Key Points:
90% of surveyed project beneficiaries receive producer support from Let Agogo.
97% of beneficiaries who received training support feel this help has enabled them to improve
their milk production.
Since the start of project, beneficiaries’ annual milk production has risen by 67% to an average of
282 Gal/year. Non-beneficiary milk production has declined to approximately 265 Gal/year.
Production increases may be linked to project support, in combination with parallel project efforts
to boost market access.
Key result: Greater income and income-earning options for women: Over 120 Oxfam-funded
cows given to female milk producers.
However, project support to producers is uneven: Producers in some locations get limited
assistance.

Key to the success of any dairy production system is a reliable supply of milk from local producers;
without it, the entire value chain cannot function. Recognizing this reality, OGB and Veterimed
have made producer support a main project priority, delivering a range of technical assistance to
beneficiaries including the following initiatives, cited by Veterimed programme staff:
Training on animal husbandry: pasturing, feeding, health care
Animal vaccination/veterinary check-ups
Pasture improvement: construction of grazing enclosures, provision of pasture seeds
Water source provision: construction of wells for drinking water, pasture irrigation
Distribution of cows to female producers (“Mama Boeuf” scheme)
When visiting each dairy community, Stories of Change evaluators sought to assess this production
assistance in terms of its coverage, its relevance, and its ultimate effectiveness and impact,
comparing Let Agogo dairy producers who received some/all of the above support with similar
dairy producers in the same communities who did not—and focusing, where possible, on OGB’s
role in the process. Main findings for this programme component are shared here.
COVERAGE AND RELEVANCE
Where coverage of project assistance to producers is concerned, evaluators found encouraging
results: 90% of surveyed project beneficiaries reported receiving assistance from Veterimed, with
most support taking the form of technical training, cited by 55% of beneficiary respondents. In
comparison, only 19% of non-beneficiary dairy producers received assistance from community
organisations or other support providers (aid agencies, producer associations, etc).
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Table 1: Project Support to Beneficiary Producers (n = 51)
Survey question: “Do you receive technical support from the project? If yes, what is the main type
of support you receive?”

Table 2: Non-Project Support to Non-Beneficiary Producers (n = 58)
Survey question: “Do you receive technical support from local organisations/NGOs? If yes, what is
the main type of support you receive?”

For surveyed beneficiaries who received training support from the project, 97% felt that this
assistance was relevant to their needs and equipped them more effectively to produce milk than preproject efforts. In contrast, only 46% of surveyed non-Let Agogo milk producers felt better
prepared for milk production than they were 3 to 5 years prior (a proxy comparison point), after
receiving similar types of support from other non-OGB funded sources. While the small size of this
sample may suggest that these results are not necessarily representative of the entire producer
population, and while a range of other exogenous factors (access to markets, access to inputs,
climate conditions, etc.) can influence producers’ capacity to raise productive dairy cows and
increase production yields, this finding nonetheless suggests that OGB-backed assistance may have
contributed to an improvement in producer technical knowledge and animal husbandry
techniques—key factors that can help catalyze milk production growth.
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Table 3: Comparative Relevance of Production Support (n = 36)
Survey question: “Do you feel better equipped to produce milk since receiving training support from
Let Agogo/other sources during the past three to five years?”

These survey findings are also supported by encouraging commentary from beneficiaries in focus
groups/individual interviews:
• Male beneficiaries in Terrier Rouge reported that they previously waited “too long” to milk
newborn calves, and that this lack of animal husbandry knowledge led them to lose incomeearning opportunities. Now that they’ve been trained to know that they can milk the young
cows sooner, they feel they’ve acquired useful knowledge that can ideally help them boost
production output.
• Female beneficiaries in Limonade reported that after they received training through Let
Agogo, they felt they knew how to look after their animals more effectively. Previously,
beneficiaries reported that many people in their community had cows that would die due to
improper feeding. “There were some places you would go to which really stank [from rotting
animals]”, reported one. But now that beneficiaries know how to find the ‘right food’ for
their cows, they feel they’re able to feed their livestock more adequately and enhance their
health so that they can ideally produce more milk.
• Another Terrier Rouge male beneficiary praised Veterimed for building water pools that
gave local cows better access to drinking water, enhancing their potential to produce more
milk. “Now our cows are much healthier than before, which is extremely important to us”,
the beneficiary related.
In contrast, non-beneficiary producers complained that the support they received from nonOGB/Veterimed sources was either insufficient or unhelpful. “We have no organised or
coordinated support for pasturing,” complained one non-beneficiary in the Nord département—where
the Let Agogo project has provided seeds and large shared enclosures for programme participants.
“Most of us only have small individual plots, which limit our cows’ grazing and makes them produce
less milk. This just doesn’t meet our needs. If we had coordinated, shared pasture our cows could
eat more and we’d be able to milk them more often”.
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Evaluators did note, however, that the geographic coverage of
97% of
support efforts varied: In Limonade, Veterimed’s longest-running
beneficiaries
dairy site, project training support was substantial, ranging from
courses in leadership, gender equality, and conflict resolution to
receiving
animal husbandry seminars. In Bon Repos, where the dairy is still
training felt that
owned and operated by Veterimed (and not yet devolved to the
local producer association), beneficiaries have also received
this support
substantial support. However, at the more rural, remote
better prepared
Marmelade programme site—three hours’ drive from the nearest
urban centre of Cap Haitien—beneficiaries reported “lacking
them to produce
information on how to look after our animals’ health, [and lacking]
milk.
access to veterinary care or medicines, such that we need to travel
to Cap Haitien to get them”. At the Léogane site in the Ouest département, where local farmers have
not formed a producer association and are only loosely tied to the local dairy itself, beneficiaries
cited a similar lack of project support: no cow distribution or equipment provision; only cursory
one-time training.
This variation in project delivery from site-to-site is a trend that pervades many of the Let Agogo
project components, and may be linked to several factors—including similar variations in
management structures, in dairy franchise set-up, and in access to local markets for sale. Regardless
of the reasons for this variation, its existence suggests that the project may not in fact be achieving
its goal of making production factors and training widely available to large numbers of producers in
need. Without concerted efforts to change this reality, the Let Agogo team may be hard-pressed to
bring about the larger outcomes that the project aims to achieve.
Evaluators also observed several shortcomings related to the relevance of project support to local
beneficiaries: As Table 1 indicates, most beneficiaries cited technical training as the main assistance
provided by project staff. While the knowledge transfer was, in itself, valuable for local producers,
many nonetheless complained that a lack of follow-up—and specifically, a lack of complementary
supply/equipment provision—ultimately made the training far less relevant to their needs: “Animal
health training is useless to us if we don’t get actual medicines for our animals afterward,” reported a
male beneficiary in Marmelade. “What’s the point of identifying that your cow has ticks or diarrhoea
if you can’t actually solve the problem? I can’t afford the US$25 vet check-up fee, and even if I
could afford medicines they’re not available for purchase in my area”. Another male beneficiary
added: “We had some good initial training on milking techniques, but then no follow-up from
Veterimed. So if I have questions or need more support, I have nowhere to turn!” Evaluators noted,
however, these comments were restricted to a minority of respondents in specific départements only;
the majority of beneficiaries maintained that OGB-funded project support met their needs
adequately.
EFFECTIVENESS AND IMPACT
That project support to beneficiaries is largely relevant and helpful is clear. Less immediately evident,
though, was whether this support has enabled beneficiaries to achieve desired outcomes for this
project component—particularly, a 50% increase in milk yields per producer. As a result, evaluators
also focused on determining whether/how project support had impacted milk production positively.
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Overall, results here are also encouraging. Household survey data reveals that mean annual
production among polled beneficiaries has in fact risen by 67% since participation in the Let Agogo
project, from a mean yield of 169 Gal/year to a mean yield of 282 Gal/year. Meanwhile, during the
same three- to five-year time period, mean production yields for surveyed non-Let Agogo milk
producers have actually declined, from 310 Gal/year on average to 264 Gal/year.
Table 4: Comparative Mean Annual Milk Production (Gal/year) (n = 74)
Survey Question: “What was the total amount of milk you produced during the year in question?”

Sample/Time
Beneficiary Production
Year 1 (2002 – 2005)
Non-Beneficiary Production
Year 1 (2002 – 2005)
Beneficiary Production
Year 2 (2008)
Non-Beneficiary Production
Year 2 (2008)

Mean (Gallons/year)
169

Standard Deviation (Gal/yr)
152

310

364.25

282

231

264

303

However, evaluators also noted a relatively broad distribution of results for both sample groups,
manifested in sizeable standard deviations which indicate some overlap between the two samples.
This finding suggests that project support to beneficiaries may not necessarily be the main driver of
production growth at the population level. Some non-beneficiaries may have also experienced
similarly large production increases over time without Let Agogo assistance, and some beneficiaries
may have witnessed only modest rises in their output, despite receiving project training or supplies.
Nonetheless, focus group findings seemed to support the notion that project assistance to producers
has, in the view of many sample beneficiaries, likely contributed to overall increases in production:
• Many male beneficiaries in Bon Repos reported higher levels of milk production now than in
previous years, and commented that Veterimed’s provision of shared pasture for raising
cows was a contributing factor. Group members reported that once local famers learn that
pasture is available, they begin buying more cows and milking them more often.
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Other male beneficiaries reported that better water sources provided by the project have
helped them increase production: “Before, our cows drank brackish water and fell sick. We
could hardly get any milk out of them. Now the new fresh water wells from Veterimed have
helped solve this problem”, a group member explained.

Non-beneficiary producers, in comparison, spoke of the production challenges that came with
insufficient or poor quality producer assistance:
• Male non-beneficiaries in Léogane, for example, reported that their milk production has
been decreasing in recent years—and that a lack of access to good pasture and veterinary
care were contributing factors to this decline.
• Male non-beneficiaries in Marmelade commented that they lack any real support or
incentives from local organisations to increase the size of their herds: no cow distribution,
no guarantee of processing facilities. As a result, they feel that milk production takes place
on a small scale and most producers are simply forced to sell calves to pay for ongoing
expenses, rather than investing to increase their herd size.
Taken together, this data does suggest that OGB-funded support to producers has, at least in part,
helped beneficiaries increase their mean production of milk, relative to comparable non-beneficiaries
who self-reported receiving less support or support of inferior quality. However, a variety of other
views expressed by beneficiaries suggest that support may be only one of several factors contributing
to production growth. Not all surveyed beneficiaries felt that their milk output had risen markedly
since the programme’s onset—or that rising yields were attributable to Let Agogo assistance per se.
Many polled producers felt that production growth was primarily linked to parallel growth in market
access, rather than to increases in producer support: while Let Agogo training and inputs were
welcomed, the main catalyst for farmers to increase weekly milkings was a growth in opportunities
for sale—to local project dairies or to other sources.
Other beneficiaries believed that production increases have mainly stemmed from an overall
increase in capacity (i.e. the acquisition of new cows), rather than increased efficiency among existing
livestock (i.e. through improved husbandry techniques). As a result, they felt that most peer
beneficiaries who had increased their yields were also those who had received a cow from the
project. Beneficiary producers who hadn’t received animals—or purchased their own—were
believed less likely to see their production rise. However, follow-up survey data analysis by
evaluators revealed that this belief, while perhaps anecdotally strong, was not borne out: 79% of
surveyed beneficiaries who received non-cow support from the Let Agogo project still saw their
individual production levels rise over time.
Evaluators also noted a key exogenous factor which impacted project effectiveness: weather and
climate (both seasonal cycles and periodic storms) appear to hamper milk production at key times of
year. Many beneficiaries reported a substantial drop in production during the “dry season”, which
historically spanned four months at the start/middle of the calendar year, but which now appears to
be lengthening. Others reported substantial damage to their herds after seasonal cyclones—
particularly the large storm of Sept. 2008 which hit the département of Artibonite directly. With many
cows falling ill during prolonged rains, beneficiaries and non-beneficiaries alike suffered reduced
production capacity.
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Where the wider impact of producer assistance is concerned, the “Mama Boeuf” cow distribution
scheme stands out as a compelling achievement with ‘ripple effects’ throughout local
communities—despite being limited to the Nord département (and observed only in the community of
Limonade). Yet within these areas, male and female respondents cited a positive link between local
cow distribution and improved social status for female recipients. In the Limonade dairy catchment
area, the local producer association coordinator reported that 127 cows had been distributed to area
women to date, and that this initiative had given the women a tangible, valuable asset that increases
both their financial and social worth in the eyes of their peers. Surveyed women who had received
cows went even further, adding that cow ownership has given them new confidence at home and in
their wider surroundings, since they can now contribute financially to their households and their
communities.

“When Veterimed gave me a cow…I was the first person in [my community] association to receive an
animal as part of the Mama Boeuf scheme. This was such an amazing gift and an amazing start for me.
Owning a cow is everything. I was able to be one of the first to show what women can do. I was a pioneer.
When I got the cow, I didn’t know what to do and thought I should milk it every three months or so.
Veterimed taught me differently, and I now know that you can milk a cow every day after it has had a
calf.
Elise Elbeau, Mama Boeuf cow recipient, Limonade

The Mama Boeuf scheme has been the most important part of the Veterimed programme for us;
because of it we have been able to turn our lives around so much….When I didn’t have a cow, my
life was empty. My husband had died, and it was so tough for me and the children. I had no
support, no government assistance to help me through these tough times. Then, amazingly, I was
given a cow by Veterimed. I learned how to milk it, and could sell the milk direct to Let Agogo, the
dairy here.
Marie Thérèse Oravien, Mama Boeuf Cow recipient, Limonade

Veterimed management consultant Gerard Grandin supported this sentiment in an interview with
the evaluator, noting that “Mama Boeuf has really helped women get more independence. Typically,
cow-raising was viewed as a male pursuit, now women can show the communities that they’re
equally capable of holding this responsibility and earning income. This has had a far-reaching effect
on economic and social relations within the communities [in the Nord département] where we work”.
For OGB, this stands out as a promising story of change, even if it is limited in geographic scope: an
Oxfam-funded distribution campaign bringing tangible socio-economic change into the lives of local
women.
Evaluators did note, however, that the Mama Boeuf programme was not uniform in its reach. While
cow distribution in the northern Limonade dairy catchment area was exemplary, Mama Boeuf had
yet to arrive in communities visited in the Ouest département surrounding Port au Prince. None of the
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females interviewed in Bon Repos and Léogane had heard of the programme or knew of anyone
who had received a cow—nor did they feel that the project’s support to producers had impacted
gender equality in any other way. Again, as mentioned above, this regional variation suggests that the
project has not been uniformly successful in its drive to boost access to inputs and training for
aspiring producers. As a result, the project team may wish to build on its localised successes by
scaling up support across programme sites.

3.2 STRENGTHENING OF PRODUCER ASSOCIATIONS
Key Points:
Producer associations provide important support to their members: 70% of polled beneficiaries
believe that association support has better equipped them to produce milk, by enabling them to
build stronger producer networks and get access to higher prices for their milk.
For many, the associations’ key value is the “strength in numbers” that they provide: Grouping of
producers together helps boost access to resources and training.
Women particularly value the associations for giving them the opportunity to come together and
gain support from each other.
However, many members feel their participation in the management and decision-making
structures of their associations is currently limited.
Most associations also presently appear to lack the capacity to take over dairy management duties
from Let Agogo.

Direct support to producers is only one part of the Let Agogo model; equally central to the project
is the creation of local producer associations that will eventually assume control over daily dairy
activities. “No dairy can succeed without a strong producer association,” Veterimed Nord département
manager Herauld Museau told evaluators. “We build the physical structure and the organisational
structure of the dairy hand in hand. We want the producers to take the reins of the dairy as soon as
possible. This is how our model is set up”. Indeed, the producer associations are designed to be
much more than mere local support groups or knowledge-sharing networks. Project documentation
reports that Veterimed provides most associations with ongoing, in-depth training on legal
incorporation, drafting of by-laws, organisational management, financial/HR administration, and
other key topics—all with the aim of creating self-sustaining entities that can assume full dairy
management within 2 to 4 years of their launch. The concept and approach are clearly unique, but
are they actually working? As with producer support activities, evaluators assessed the success of this
second core Let Agogo component by analysing its geographic coverage, relevance, effectiveness
and impact. Given that few non-beneficiaries participate in dairy producer associations, evaluators
had difficulty comparing outcomes between samples. As a result, analysis focused on beneficiary
samples surveyed in their homes and in beneficiary focus groups.
COVERAGE AND RELEVANCE

Like many aspects of the Let Agogo project, the creation of and support to producer associations
has varied substantially across programme sites. With the notable exception of Léogane, which has
no association in place, the other sites visited do have one or more functioning producer groups for
beneficiaries—however the structure, purpose and function of each association appears to differ
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widely. The Limonade producers’ association, APWOLIM, counts
close to 500 active members; the Terrier Rouge association has only
76 members. Marmelade association members claimed a near-total
lack of support from Veterimed, while Limonade women boast
their own association which benefits from strong Veterimed
attention.

70% of
beneficiaries say
their
association’s
support has
helped them
increase milk
production.

Still, despite these variations, in most sample communities
beneficiaries do feel that the associations are generally relevant to
their needs. 70% of polled beneficiaries who are association
members believe their association’s support has enabled them to
increase their milk production—whether through direct help, like
access to training courses, or more indirect help such as writing an
organisational charter. Data also revealed that most beneficiaries cited “better prices” for milk sale as
the main advantage of association membership—undermining claims that the organisations have
little financial incentive to offer (at least for the Nord, Nord-Est and Artibonite départements of the
country, where the survey was carried out).
Table 5: Primary Support Provided by Producer Associations (n = 59)
Survey Question: “What is the main type of support your association provides?”

Focus group feedback supported these findings, with beneficiaries confirming that the associations
are ultimately relevant and useful community organisations:
• “The advantage of being in an association is that we work together in our fields and do
things together that we couldn’t do on our own, or which would take a very long time; we
pool our resources” (male beneficiary, Limonade)
• “The association gives us access to shared pasture and water sources for our cows—both of
which have become difficult to find lately. The association’s work is meaningful to us,
because it would be much harder for us to mobilise to find land or water as individuals”
(male beneficiary, Terrier Rouge)
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Not all beneficiaries shared this enthusiasm, however—a likely reflection of the variation in
association structure and function across programme sites. In communities like Marmelade, a
remote dairy catchment area in the Artibonite département, some interviewed male beneficiaries
voiced a general ambivalence toward the local association, and reported that they invested little time
or effort in attending meetings, because “key decisions are made outside of the association meetings,
and the meetings don’t really give us a chance to have our views heard”, in the words of one local
producer. “The association meeting discussions don’t lead to actual solutions,” added a fellow
project beneficiary. “Veterimed has the final say on everything, so it’s not really relevant to us to
attend”.
In some cases—although not in all programme sites—it appeared that a compelling incentive
structure may help co-opt local producers into the associations and that in the absence of shortterm, tangible benefits, some beneficiaries may fail to see the advantages of organising with their
peers. In Léogane, a frustrated dairy owner told evaluators that “we’ve tried many times to get an
association up and running, but without success. Producers here just don’t see the advantage of a
coordinated group, especially when they can sell their milk on the open market for higher prices
than the year-end premiums or surpluses would bring them. Our incentives just aren’t attractive
enough”.
Ultimately, though, evaluators noted that even the dairy farmers who raised concerns about their
association’s role remained members of a Let Agogo producer group: dues are affordable, and in
many sites beneficiaries have access to a wide range of training and support, with few ongoing
member obligations. These findings suggest that overall, this project component is relevant to most
beneficiaries, even if its geographic coverage is uneven.
EFFECTIVENESS AND IMPACT

Creating associations and recruiting members is a noble project achievement—but it’s only half the
picture. Let Agogo also expects that the associations become effective actors in the dairy value
chain, overseeing all aspects of dairy operations, and that women play a key part in these activities.
To that end, evaluators also examined whether the associations were conforming to this vision—
boosting female empowerment and preparing their members to become business owners, or
whether their impact was limited to small-scale benefits for individual producers. A mix of survey
results and focus group feedback revealed that the associations are providing important
empowerment opportunities—especially for women, in some sites—but that few, if any,
associations are presently at the stage where they can manage dairies independently.
That the associations create a certain “strength in numbers”, especially for female producers, is a key
positive outcome. Reported Veterimed Technical Coordinator Cimé Schilet: “Trainers don’t deal
with individuals; they deal with groups. If you want to get good technical training, you need to round
up a group of people before a trainer will come. The same goes for the government: you can’t lobby
the state alone for more grazing land. Nobody will listen to you. But if you bring 300 others along,
then you’re more likely to get heard”. This power of mass mobilisation has had a crucial positive
impact in Limonade, where collective bargaining with the government did, in fact, result in more
favourable land rights for local producers—an outcome that may well have been different if the
farmers had approached the state as individuals. If these strengths are extended more uniformly
across all Let Agogo sites, and if they are leveraged to help producers move beyond networking to
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actual collective management, then the producer association component of the project has great
potential to help local dairies become thriving independent businesses.
Oxfam’s support for association capacity-building has also helped most producers gain new skills
and knowledge, and ultimately increase their milk production levels—through association-sponsored
technical training, or through association-funded distribution of supplies.
Table 6: Perceived Effects of Association Support on Production (n = 53)
Survey Question: “If you receive support from your Let Agogo association, has this support helped
you increase your milk production?”

Focus group findings reinforced this survey data, with beneficiaries citing a wide range of
association-backed initiatives that helped them undergo personal “stories of change”:
• Female beneficiaries in Limonade reported that their association has given them training on
gender equality, which has helped them as producers and in the home. It’s encouraged
women to get more involved in household decision-making; many women now know that
men need not be the sole decision makers, and that women should play a part in this process
as well.
• “The real advantage of the association is networks. If I have a problem with one of my
animals, I now have an organised network of people to consult for help. Now my cows get
sick much less frequently, and this lets me produce more milk for sale” (male beneficiary,
Bon Repos).
• “We’ve been able to get passports and travel to the Dominican Republic to share our
expertise with female producers there, [a rare opportunity for women in our community]”
(female beneficiary, Limonade).
• “The association gives us access to technical training on animal husbandry. We learn how to
raise our animals properly, and how to get more milk from them. If I wasn’t a member of
the association, I couldn’t get that type of training in my area” (male beneficiary, Terrier
Rouge).
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Where community empowerment—and the empowerment of women—is concerned, the
effectiveness of association activities and their wider positive impact are relatively clear. Less
apparent, though, is the link between current association activities and the anticipated outcome of
producer-led dairy management. Here, evaluators found that few beneficiaries seem to see the
organisations as a vehicle for small enterprise development or local business ownership; most view
the associations primarily as an extension of the producer support offered by project staff—
providing better prices, better networking opportunities, or better access to markets. Comments
Veterimed’s Gerard Grandin: “The real roadblock is that people look to the associations—and to
Veterimed by extension—as a provider of help, not as a pathway to owning a self-sufficient business
per se. There’s a local expression here which says ‘Veterimed e association se papa nou’; in other words,
‘Veterimed and the association are our father’. This clearly suggests dependence, not empowerment,
and it’s a problem we’re struggling with”.
Indeed, motivating dairies to transition from NGO-supported
79% of
cooperatives to for-profit enterprises is one of the most
innovative goals of the Let Agogo project—but, in its reliance on
producers have
the associations to drive this shift, it’s also one of the most
taken
elusive. Veterimed Executive Director Rosanie Germain
conceded that the transformation is proving tricky: “Yes, the
management
main objective is for producers to become the owners of each
training courses
dairy,” she offered in an interview with evaluators. “However we
haven’t yet seen that happen”. In actuality, only one of the 13
through Let
current dairies, Limonade, has moved to producer-led
Agogo, but only
ownership—and even that move took four years, the upper limit
envisioned for the shift. The others are still firmly under
one dairy is
Veterimed control after an average of 3 years’ operation, even
independently
while 79% of surveyed beneficiaries report being trained on
organisational management. To the evaluators, it appears that the
managed.
project has not yet developed a clear strategy for achieving the
twin outcomes of association-managed production and association-led decision-making. “[At the
moment] we don’t really offer advanced management training to associations or dairy staff,”
explained Veterimed technical coordinator Schilet. “That responsibility rests with the associations.”
Further interviews with Veterimed revealed why this may be the case. First, explained Executive
Director Germain, some of the current dairies pre-date Let Agogo. They were started by local
community or youth groups, and as such they retain an ethos and structure that may not be wholly
supportive of for-profit operation. Second, the bulk of purchasing and marketing decisions for all
dairies are still made by the “Central Unit”, a hub entity in the capital Port-au-Prince. This
centralisation often seems to hamper regional efforts to develop autonomous business models.
Associations at local dairies lack the latitude to decide how much milk to process, what types of
products to produce, and even where to sell them. Making matters more complicated, the Central
Unit is still wholly funded and operated by Veterimed (although current OGB-funded efforts are
working to facilitate its shift to autonomy). When the “hub” still adheres to a non-profit structure,
it’s all the more difficult for the local dairies that form the “spokes” of the network wheel to act as
for-profit entities. In short, much work lies ahead before the associations are truly well-equipped to
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manage local operations alone, but evaluators were heartened to see that Let Agogo staff are well
aware of this reality and working hard to change it—a key step in the right direction.

3.3 SUPPORT TO DAIRIES
Key Points:
Project support has enabled local dairies to provide new opportunities for area farmers to sell
their milk. In some project communities, Let Agogo dairies are filling key market needs by serving
as the first-ever local milk buyer and seller.
In certain locations, project support has enabled dairies to provide important added services to
area producers, like animal vaccinations.
Project training of dairy staff in milk quality control has likely helped raise quality standards:
Unlike other local buyers, Let Agogo dairy staff test farmers’ milk rigorously for dilution and
impurities.
Dairy expansion has created key local jobs: 150+ employees are currently working in the dairy
network.
However, all dairies visited find it difficult to balance peaks and troughs of supply and demand
throughout the year, and many operate below capacity for prolonged periods.

Among the many moving parts in the Let Agogo model, the dairy processing facilities are ideally the
easiest variable to control: Fixed physical structures built and equipped by Veterimed—with OGB
funding in some cases—these small centres are designed to handle close to 150 Gal. of milk each
day, transforming it into cheese, yoghurt, pasteurised milk and sterilised bottled milk through simple
processes that need no electricity, only propane gas and running water. With construction and initial
equipment costs only reaching approximately US$10K the dairies are also designed to be easily
replicable and scalable. Indeed, expansion of the physical plant network is a main pillar of the new
Let Agogo project, a first step toward the overall goal of increased production and greater market
penetration. To assess the results of scale-up to date—both in terms of infrastructure and product
diversification—evaluators visited current dairy sites in Léogane, Bon Repos, Limonade and
Marmelade, interviewing dairy staff at each location (and at Terrier Rouge, which has been closed
since Dec. 2008) to better understand whether the project’s production scale-up to date has been
relevant, appropriate in its geographic coverage, effective, and impactful.
COVERAGE AND RELEVANCE
For the majority of beneficiaries interviewed in the communities that surround dairy sites, it appears
that the construction of Let Agogo dairies has been extremely valuable--mainly because the new
dairies provide a structured mechanism to absorb local milk supply, and transform it into products
that meet growing local demand for dairy goods. In some areas, local dairy managers and
community members observed that their dairies represented a first-ever opportunity for producers
to sell milk commercially. In other areas, producers were selling milk to other market buyers before
the project began—but the opening of Let Agogo dairies has still added value to the local market by
creating a reliable purchase point that buys milk from local farmers on a regular basis at guaranteed
prices. In certain communities, dairies have also provided added services to producers, like
veterinary care for livestock. Additional comments from focus groups and interviewed beneficiaries
reinforced the notion that Let Agogo dairies were highly relevant additions to local communities:
• “Before the dairy existed, I had cows at home but I didn’t really milk them very much or
sell much milk at all--because local buyers weren’t offering good prices. But since we’ve
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•
•

had a dairy in our community, I sometimes sell up to 3 Gallons each day—because I
know there’s a reliable place I can take it for sale...This dairy is important to us” (Richard
Joseph, Outgoing Dairy Producer Association President, Terrier Rouge).
In Bon Repos, the dairy manager noted that although his dairy offers lower milk purchase
prices than other private buyers, it provides other much-needed support to local
producers including animal vaccinations and night-time enclosures for cows.
“In urban areas like Port-au-Price and other towns in the Ouest département, demand for
dairy products is growing constantly—and the potential to use local supply [of livestock]
to meet this demand has always existed, but there just hasn’t been an organised system to
take milk from producers and process it. Now with the Let Agogo dairies, local farmers
can finally mobilise and use their cows to produce milk in much larger amounts”.
(Veterimed Executive Director Rosanie Germain).

Most dairies also appeared to be accessible to the bulk of area producers, with only a small number
of Marmelade-area beneficiaries commenting that the dairy site was too far away to access. In the
main, producers seemed able to bring their milk to local Let Agogo sites relatively easily, either by
bicycle, rented vehicle, or other means—or the dairies’ own collecteurs picked up milk directly from
farmers’ homes. Veterimed Executive Director Rosanie Germain told evaluators that creating a
network of small, decentralised dairies was deliberate: “When we did our initial market research
before setting up the first dairies, we were told by consultants that a greater number of smaller
dairies was preferable because we’d want more geographic coverage. The less you centralise, the
higher your chances of engaging local producers and convincing them to bring you milk—even if
your capacity per site is small”.
EFFECTIVENESS AND IMPACT
Since the start of the project’s first phase, Let Agogo has worked
hard to expand this network of small dairies. Over 100 new
personnel have been regularly trained, new equipment has been
procured, and 13 new facilities have built from scratch or
expanded/refurbished. The effects of these activities on local
producer communities have not been trivial. Today, each dairy
employs between 5 – 15 staff, creating much-needed employment
for residents of the rural and peri-urban areas where sites are
located. By extension, an expansion of the current network to
include an additional 12 sites would mean employment for up to
180 additional dairy workers, and an injection of US$120K (gross
aggregate) into local economies for site construction (assuming
$10K construction cost per dairy). Is any of this cost imported goods?

OGB-funded
dairy staff
training has
likely helped
improve milk
quality.

Each of the current staff have also received training on dairy production and milk processing; these
are skill sets which they were unlikely to obtain in the absence of the dairy, and which have likely
enabled them to monitor milk quality more accurately—a unique selling point for Let Agogo.
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Table 7: Current Dairy Staffing (year-round average)

“Diluted milk poses a major problem in Haiti,” explains Veterimed Executitve Director Germain.
“Producers just add water and other liquids so that they can sell more output and earn more money
on the open market. But at Let Agogo dairies, the workers use special instruments to test for density
and purity of incoming milk supplies. This helps us differentiate our product from competitors; with
Let Agogo, you’re only getting pure, fresh cow’s milk”. At least anecdotally, then, it appears that
OGB-funded dairy staff training has likely been an effective strategy for improving milk quality—a
key outcome for this project component.
Whether the project is meeting its outcome of increased milk processing is less easy to gauge,
however. The timing of the evaluators’ visit to Haiti coincided with the dry season—which marks
the low point of annual milk production, as water sources for cows become scarce and they produce
less milk as a result. Calving was also occurring in many project sites—a further barrier to high milk
production. These factors likely underlay an observed lack of active milk processing at dairy sites
visited by the team. Follow-up inquiries with dairy managers reinforced this observation: while each
of the dairies had the ability to process at least 100 Gal (or 380 L) of milk per day, managers
reported substantial shortfalls at all sites visited, except for the Limonade facility.
Table 8: Dairy Production Capacity and Mean Daily Output – Mar. 09
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While many managers noted that they expected a marked increase in daily production volumes with
the onset of the rainy season, many also cited additional challenges that have impeded the growth of
milk processing capacity over time:
• In several sites, cash flow problems have impacted the production cycle. The Léogane dairy
manager reported being forced to wait several weeks for payment after selling milk to local
schools. These delays have affected producer payroll.
• Small profit margins and lack of access to credit add to the cash-flow difficulties in
several locations. With only a small amount of recurrent net profit, some dairies reported
having little leftover money to invest in facilities/equipment upgrades or expansion.
• In Bon Repos, fluctuating climate and weather were cited as obstacles to higher
production. There, the dairy manager noted that the dry season is especially bad in his
département, lasting for many months and also coinciding with the calving season--which
further diminishes the amount of milk available for sale. Presently, the dairy only opens
every two or three days during certain weeks, despite having capacity to process 125 Gal of
milk per day. But then in the wet season, the facilities are inundated with far more milk than
the dairy can handle.
• In Limonade, product competition has prompted managers to cap production at levels
below capacity, as the availability of imported yoghurt grows in local markets.
• Other dairy managers cited storage/refrigeration problems, seasonal demand
fluctuations (related in some cases to the school calendar—as schools are major local
clients for milk), and a limited capacity to find new markets for sale.
As with other project components, the site-specific nature of many production problems—coupled
with the timing of site visits and a lack of access to more in-depth financial data on dairy operations
(annual Profit and Loss statements, etc.)—made it difficult for evaluators to accurately ascertain the
reasons behind current production shortfalls. This wide range of challenges reported by managers
has also likely made it difficult for Oxfam/Veterimed to respond with a dairy support strategy that
meets all sites’ needs. Taken together, these comments suggest that the Let Agogo team may wish to
plan further expansion carefully—possibly offering producers more year-round support (water,
pasture, etc.) to ensure a reliable year-round milk supply, and working to overcome cash flow and
other difficulties. A thorough analysis of current dairy profitability (if not already undertaken) could
also help the Let Agogo team determine how to best manage growth and address current challenges.
One unintended impact of dairy expansion—although not necessarily a positive result—should also
be mentioned. Ironically, with the growth of local dairy capacity and the clinching of the school
feeding contract, rising numbers of producers have begun to divert milk used for home
consumption to the dairies instead. 61% of surveyed beneficiaries reported that their household
consumption of milk had declined since they began participating in the project. In focus groups, the
verdict was widespread, particularly among male producers: “There’s no reason for me to keep milk
at home when I can sell it to make income and I know that my children will be drinking it at school,”
explained a beneficiary in Marmelade. “Everyone wins with this arrangement”. However, this
statement depends on numerous assumptions: that the frequency and amount of milk served at
school is similar to home servings, or that all of the producer’s children attend school—and attend a
school where milk is served, as the programme is not present in 100% of area schools. This study
did not focus on evaluating the potential health effects of changes in household milk consumption,
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but the evaluators speculated anecdotally that an increase in outside milk sales has likely led to a
decrease in in-home use, to the possible detriment of producer family members. At the very least,
several focus groups cited a growing trend of using money earned from whole milk sales at the dairy
to buy cheaper powdered milk for home—thus enabling the producer to pocket the margin (but
possibly affect her or his family’s health adversely).
Overall, though, it appears that project support for dairies has led to an improvement in milk quality
and a rise in job opportunities for local community members, either through ongoing dairy
management or initial construction. Crucially, support to dairies has also resulted in the creation of a
structured mechanism that leverages local supply and sells a finished product to meet a reportedly
growing demand—another key outcome. The ultimate success of Let Agogo depends on how these
pieces are all arranged together: producers, their associations, and their dairies all need to work well
in concert in order to sustain a viable enterprise.

3.4 ENHANCEMENT OF MARKET ACCESS
Key Points:
Marketing efforts have boosted demand for local producers’ milk, likely raising incomes: 89% of
beneficiaries report higher annual earnings after joining the Let Agogo network.
In 2008, beneficiary income from milk sales was three times higher than non-Let Agogo
producers’ milk earnings.
Key ‘multiplier effect’ of higher milk sales: Beneficiary producers can pay school fees, invest in
new assets, and provide start-up capital for women-owned businesses.
Project support has also helped increase capacity for new market penetration: The Oxfam-funded
purchase of 80,000 glass bottles has helped Let Agogo provide sterilised milk for state schools.
However, the marketing model is somewhat vulnerable: The sale of yoghurt faces stiff
competition and shrinking profit margins. The reliance on a single large client for sterilised milk
sales, with no contract guarantees, is a risk to stability.

Let Agogo’s overall project goals (as identified by the project team) are two-fold: a rise in market
share relative to competitors, and a related rise in producer income as the result of increased
production and sales. To achieve these objectives, OGB/Veterimed intend to put a strong emphasis
on aggressive product marketing and promotion—overseen by the Port-au-Prince purchasing and
PR “hub” of the dairy network, the Central Unit. Launched in 2002 as the first phase of Let Agogo
was taking shape, the Central Unit has around 20 staff members who manage the purchase of all
non-milk inputs (bottles, labels, vendor carts, machinery, etc) and who proactively seek out new
business for the dairy network. The Central Unit negotiates sales contracts of behalf of all the dairies
in the network—foremost among which is a renewable annual agreement to provide state schools in
dairy catchment areas with milk for their feeding programmes (this single deal represents 70% of
overall annual gross sales for the entire Let Agogo network). For some dairies located in the Ouest
département (Léogane, Bon Repos, and Arcahaie), the Central Unit acts as a direct retailer, selling milk
on the dairies’ behalf. 11

11

Source: Interview with Gracita Duré, Veterimed Marketing Manager; Port-au-Prince, Mar. 2009.
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In an ideal operating environment, the Central Unit is intended to function as an independent forprofit entity which earns income by charging each dairy a small margin for its services. The Central
Unit consults regularly with local dairy managers to ascertain supply stocks, and consults with
current/prospective clients to determine local dairy demand. Then its staff makes informed
decisions about the types and quantities of dairy products to manufacture, and coordinate seamless
transportation from the production site to the point of sale. In reality, however, the Central Unit’s
role is still evolving gradually. At present it remains a non-profit entity that depends on Let Agogo
for its funding; coordination with local dairies is sporadic, and revenue generation from service
provision is presently minimal. In light of these discrepancies, evaluators devoted special attention to
the Central Unit and its relationship with local dairies and individual producers—in an effort to
determine whether the current Let Agogo marketing approach is relevant, geographically
appropriate, effective and impactful.
COVERAGE AND RELEVANCE
Given this project component’s aim to increase market share through greater production and greater
diversification, evaluators first asked whether the current marketing strategy is in fact relevant to
existing supply and demand realities. Currently, under the advice of the Central Unit, most Let
Agogo dairies produce sterilised milk and yoghurt; some are also producing cheese and pasteurised
milk. According to Veterimed’s Gerard Grandin, yoghurt was the first product produced through
the project—mainly because it was easy to manufacture and because market research had promised
high local demand. As a result, substantial marketing resources were poured into yoghurt promotion,
and yoghurt was advertised widely as the core product of the Let Agogo brand.
However, evaluator interviews with Veterimed staff revealed that yoghurt has recently become a
very input-intensive good to produce, and therefore barely profitable unless produced at very high
volume. The production process, while straightforward on the labour side, requires large quantities
of propane gas, sugar, plastic bottles and labels. Unlike the returnable glass bottles used for milk
production, plastic yoghurt bottles are not reusable, creating an expensive recurrent cost. Making
matters worse, sugar costs have been rising steeply in the past year (an upshot of the global rise in
food prices, according to Veterimed regional manager Herauld
Museau). In the past, a bottle of Let Agogo yoghurt cost US$0.40 to
The school
produce, and it sold for US$0.50—a healthy margin, especially at
contract gives
scale. Now, though, average production costs have risen to US$0.48,
dairies a client reducing the dairies’ margin to only 2 cents per bottle. Add to this
shrinking profit model two further problems— frequent electricity
which buys
cuts, which mean less vendor capacity for refrigeration, and high
competition from other producers (including “copycat” brands
1,500 to 5,000
Pigou and Viva which target similar demographics but use imported
bottles of milk
milk in their manufacture)—and the retail prospects for this product
are even less rosy.
per week, at a

price that
allows for a
healthy margin.

However, other Let Agogo dairy goods, introduced later into the
product mix, appear to have stronger market potential. Foremost
among these new products is cheese. While it can be produced
concurrently with yoghurt, hard cheese offers several key advantages
over the liquid dairy product. First, its production needs relatively
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few inputs, making it less vulnerable to input price shocks. Second, it can be stocked for long
periods with no refrigeration—which makes it easier to sell, but also a perfect way to “store” excess
milk supply over longer periods of time, avoiding waste. Demand for cheese was also reported by
Veterimed staff as reasonably high, and the number of competing producers reported to be low—
suggesting that Let Agogo can acquire a sizeable market share more easily here. Client acquisition
poses a slightly greater challenge, since cheese is typically bought and sold in 4 lb. bulk “balls” that
are beyond the needs of average household consumers; buyers are typically large restaurants and/or
hotels, which are limited in number. However, current cheese contracts with clients in these sectors
are being renewed reliably. An average client buys 24 – 40 lbs of cheese per week, with contracts
renewed each month over the past year. This suggests that once clients are acquired, their demand
will likely hold steady.
A second, more obvious, alternative to yoghurt has been the production of long-life bottled
sterilised milk, an activity which the Central Unit began to advocate soon after yoghurt production
began. Here, dairies use a non-labour intensive production process which only relies on one key
non-milk input: returnable glass bottles. Once produced, the milk can keep fresh in the heatresistant bottles for up to 9 months without need for cooling. And the above-mentioned school
supply contract gives dairies a generally reliable client base which buys between 1500 – 5000 bottles
of milk each week (sale volumes vary by dairy; each dairy supplies local area schools which differ in
size), at a retail price which allows for a healthy margin. Overall this product shows promise, but
evaluators found several risks that may affect its growth prospects. The heat-resistant glass bottles
are crucial for long-term storage without refrigeration, but as an expensive imported input they must
be painstakingly re-collected for reuse. The school system is equipped to collect bottles and prepare
them for pickup by Let Agogo, but individual vendors generally are not; this may limit the product
line’s growth prospects. Likewise, the Central Unit’s reliance on a single large client for sterilised
milk purchase leaves it extremely vulnerable if the annual contract is not renewed.
Table 10: Comparative Analysis of Let Agogo Products12
Product

Production Process

Storage/Transport

Local
Demand/Competition

Avg. Profit
Margin

Yoghurt

Requires multiple
inputs; input prices
volatile.

Needs constant
refrigeration; expires
after 2 weeks.

Moderate demand, but
high competition.

US$0.02/bottle

Cheese

Few inputs needed;
non-labour intensive
process.

No refrigeration needed;
easy to store long-term
and easy to transport.

Growing demand; few
competitors.

US$1.80/lb

Sterilised Milk

Moderate inputs
required. Glass
bottles essential;
must be collected for
reuse.

9-month shelf life
without refrigeration.

Unpredictable demand;
some competition from
imported milk brands.

US$0.10/bottle

Taken together, these findings suggested to evaluators that yoghurt’s relevance to the overall Let
Agogo market growth strategy is less robust, if input prices continue to rise and profit margins
12

Data for pasteurised milk production not available at time of evaluation.
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continue to shrink—and that the Let Agogo team may wish to rethink its sale and production as the
project moves into Phase 2. Reallocating some production capacity toward cheese could enable both
the Central Unit and affiliated dairies to boost their production, market share, and profits in a
growing sector. At the same time, shifting other capacity to greater milk production may also prove
profitable—if it’s accompanied by greater outreach to a wider range of bulk buyers. Here, purchase
agreements with other government ministries, large NGOs, or even UN forces may be lucrative
opportunities. A shift away from refrigeration-intensive yoghurt could also help Let Agogo increase
its geographic coverage, enabling products to be sold further away from the dairies (assuming that
adequate transport is available).
Table 9: Comparative Product Profit Margins

EFFECTIVENESS AND IMPACT
With client and sales volume information mainly anecdotal, evaluators found it difficult to assess the
effectiveness of many Let Agogo market growth activities—particularly, whether actual quantities of
marketed milk had increased in the years since the project’s start (a key expected outcome for this
component). Central Unit staff also indicated that the marketing team was not yet focusing on
boosting Let Agogo presence at local agricultural fairs, or opening new direct points of sale (both
outputs identified in the project Logic Model), although this strategy may take shape more clearly as
Phase 2 of the project unfolds. Instead, staff stressed their efforts to build and maintain loyalty
among a small group of larger buyers—the government, supermarkets, hotels and restaurants: “We
don’t do a whole lot of ‘cold-call’ public outreach,” explained Veterimed Executive Director Rosanie
Germain, “since our overall production capacity is still low. Mainly we acquire clients through our
personal contact networks, and we’ve mostly stuck to the schools for now. Our emphasis is still on
large single-source purchasers, so I can’t say that we’ve really expanded or diversified our client base
a huge amount at this time”.
Beyond qualitative data gathering at interviews, these assertions were difficult to confirm or
deny,given a lack of supporting data (marketing expenditures per client, comparative annual client
listings, etc.). Also difficult to assess without point-of-sale data was the effectiveness of Let Agogo
efforts to diversify its products—although anecdotal accounts of growing cheese sales hinted at
some progress there, despite the very recent launch of this product line. This data may exist at the
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Central Unit/dairy level; if it does, a Profit and Loss analysis for each product would be a valuable
process to inform future market growth planning. Good market feedback loops are essential to
marketing decision-making: armed with accurate aggregate monthly numbers for sales, profit
margins, input costs, and remaining inventory, the Central Unit’s ability to craft a strong marketing
strategy can be substantially stronger.
Somewhat easier to assess was the potential effect of new product line rollout on producer-level
outcomes/impact goals. While evaluators were not able to obtain precise data that could facilitate a
correlation between producer income increases and the exact launch dates of the yoghurt, milk and
cheese product lines, many beneficiaries in communities where Let Agogo has started selling milk to
schools reported income increases since the start of project activity. These positive changes may be
linked to other exogenous (or project-related) factors, but the frequency of their mention among
beneficiaries does warrant some attention.
Table 10: Comparative Annual Household Income (n = 107)

When compared with non-Let Agogo milk producers in the dairy catchment communities, 89% of
surveyed beneficiaries reported that their overall annual incomes had increased since joining the Let
Agogo network. Only 26% of non-beneficiary producers reported similar income increases during
the same comparison period. Among the beneficiaries and non-beneficiaries whose incomes had
risen, Let Agogo participants consistently saw higher income gains than non-participants. As Table
12 illustrates, mean beneficiary incomes jumped from US$800/year to US$1574/year between the
initial comparison year and 2008, a near-doubling. Non-beneficiary incomes, while initially higher,
climbed by a far lesser amount.
While other exogenous factors (higher market prices, other income-generating opportunities,
regional economic climate, etc.) may have played a role in these changes, further analysis reinforces
the notion that Oxfam-supported market diversification may be associated with a rise in producer
incomes. When overall mean annual income is disaggregated by component activity (see surveys in
Appendix for all components), income from the sale of milk emerges as the leading income
generator for beneficiaries and non-beneficiaries. But more importantly, while both sample groups
report roughly the same incomes from milk sales in their initial reported year of production,
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beneficiaries’ income from milk sales is almost three times higher than that of non-beneficiaries by
late 2008—after three-plus years of milk sales to a growing Let Agogo market network.
Table 11: Comparative Annual Milk Sale Earnings (n = 81)

Focus group responses support these survey findings:
• Male beneficiaries in Marmelade reported that in the past,
they walked door-to-door to sell their milk; this was very
Rising
time-consuming and sales were not guaranteed. Now,
producer
however, beneficiaries can sell a fixed amount of milk to
the dairy every single day of the week, and get guaranteed
incomes are
income because Let Agogo ensures that local schools will
likely linked to
buy it. More importantly, they reported, the producers can
save money each month for household purchases.
Oxfam-funded
• Male beneficiaries in Limonade reported that while
market
agriculture is the main way they earn a living, milk has
expansion
become a dominant income-generating activity. Because
Let Agogo has fixed sales contracts it can offer producers
activities.
fixed prices: one beneficiary receives $1.50/Gallon at his
local Let Agogo dairy, but on the street the sale price ranges
from less than $1.00 to $1.40. This beneficiary reported that independent milk processors
don’t have regular retail clients like schools to sell to, so when the independent buyers
purchase raw milk from producers they can’t offer the same types of guaranteed rates.
In comparison, non-beneficiaries painted a bleaker picture of their income situation, suggesting that
smaller/less diverse market mechanisms have prevented them from earning more money over time.
• Male non-beneficiaries in Marmelade reported that they try to earn money from milk, but
lack markets to sell it in. As a result, they rely more on crop sales (beans, cabbage, etc.)
which have the potential to earn more than milk, but haven’t lately due to unreliable markets.
• “I’m stuck right where I was two years ago because I can’t get any credit. People in the [Let
Agogo] associations get credit, because they have lots of customer demand for their milk and
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so they have money to lend. But not us. So we can’t invest in anything new, and we just stay
right where we were” (Male non-beneficiary, Limonade).
Back among the beneficiaries, discussions with Let Agogo producers revealed that the presence of
the dairies has brought about more than just an increase in incomes. Focus group participants also
touched on several “spin-off” areas where dairy start-up and expansion into school milk sales may
have had a wider positive impact on their households and communities:
The vast majority of beneficiaries, for example, used new surplus income from milk sales to
pay for their children’s school fees. In one particular case, a Terrier Rouge producer was
able to pay 7 children’s tuition, and then send two of the seven to university in Port-auPrince. “Were it not for milk sales, they wouldn’t have been able to attend”, he explained to
evaluators.
In Limonade, women are producing milk for the first time. One female beneficiary noted
that while milk production was traditionally a male pursuit, there’s now more room in the
market for women to produce milk as well.
Many beneficiaries use the dairies as a savings mechanism: they collect their earnings after
a period of several months and invest in large capital purchases. Some men have bought
livestock or motorbikes to use for other revenue-earning pursuits. Investments do, however,
differ by sex, with women predominantly spending their income on direct household needs.
Several beneficiaries used milk earnings to improve the physical living conditions of their
household/extended family. A dairy manager in Terrier Rouge reported seeing many milk
producers repairing their roofs or even building new houses. .
On the equipment side of the equation, evaluators also noted that
“Oxfam
Let Agogo has made good progress toward another key outcome for
this project component: an increase in storage capacity. Oxfam’s
quickly funded
funding of glass bottles for sterilised milk represents a key
80,000 glass
achievement in this area—and a helpful catalyst for product line
growth. “Our highest-profile contract to date has been the standing
milk bottles.
order to supply state schools with lunch milk,” explained Veterimed
They’re one of
Executive Director Germain. “When the supply contract was
secured, we suddenly needed thousands of heat-resistant bottles to
the most
store all the sterilised milk we were producing, and to keep it fresh.
responsive and
There were no good suppliers in Haiti, so we were really stuck”. She
continues: “Thankfully Oxfam GB stepped in and quickly funded
flexible donors
the purchase of 80,000 glass bottles from overseas. This saved our
we have.”
lives! Oxfam is really one of the most responsive and flexible donors
we have. They focus on what’s needed most, exactly when it’s
needed most”. This Story of Change, coupled with the encouraging increases in producer income,
suggest that Let Agogo has the potential to bring clear benefits into the additional communities it
aims to serve through Phase 2.
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3.5 EMPOWERMENT OF WOMEN
Key Points:
Project activities have provided key benefits for female producers, including Oxfam-funded
distribution of over 120 cows, and support for efforts to increase female membership in producer
associations.
New cow ownership gives women a new income stream, generally increasing their economic
status and boosting their social standing as a result.
65% of all beneficiaries believe that women have a greater role in household decision-making
since Let Agogo’s start (while only 44% of non-beneficiaries feel the same).
However, not all communities are currently benefiting from key activities like cow distribution.
Project support for women is still somewhat uneven and inconsistent across project sites.

While not explicitly stated as a project outcome, women’s empowerment is a key Let Agogo priority
that runs through the entire project. The “Mama Boeuf” cow distribution campaign explicitly aims
to increase the number of female producers affiliated with local dairies. Activities to strengthen
producer associations aim to increase overall female membership to 30% of the total, with women
producers holding 40% of leadership posts. Given the project’s strong emphasis on changing the
status of women in local communities, evaluators opted to devote a part of their assessment to
tracking the coverage, relevance, effectiveness and impact of activities in this area.
COVERAGE AND RELEVANCE
As with many Let Agogo activities, the geographic scope of project efforts to empower women is
uneven. In the Nord département, project staff and partners appear to be doing much more to support
women’s inclusion and gender equity. As mentioned above, Mama Boeuf distribution is strong in
the Limonade area east of Cap Haitien, but non-existent in the dairy catchment areas visited in the
Ouest département, around Port-au-Prince and elsewhere. Similarly, support for women-only producer
associations and/or the integration of women into formerly all-male producer associations is strong
in the Cap Haitien area but weak in the capital region.
Yet wherever support was offered to female beneficiaries, evaluators
observed that the women found it to be relevant. A female
beneficiary in Limonade reported that the women-only training she
received in animal husbandry was very valuable to her, enabling her
to care for her cows much more effectively. Another Limonade
beneficiary was convinced that the most important aspect of the
women’s involvement with Let Agogo was receiving training that
taught them their own self-worth.

“We had
nothing before.
Now this
project has
transformed
our lives”.

EFFECTIVENESS AND IMPACT
In addition to being highly relevant, Let Agogo’s efforts to empower women also appear to have
been effective. Over 120 cows have been distributed to women in the Limonade area, empowering
female community members to own assets, earn income, and contribute to their household’s
economic development—in many instances, for the first time in their lives. At the same time, female
membership in the Limonade producers’ association APWOLIM has risen from naught to 32.5% of
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the total in recent years—right in line with project targets. In Marmelade, all surveyed female
beneficiaries are members of the new Let Agogo-initiated producers’ association. While females may
still feel overpowered by more senior male members in decision-making processes (as mentioned
earlier in the report), this social change should not be undervalued.
The wider social impact of these outcomes is also striking. In all communities where the household
suvey was conducted, respondents told evaluators that women’s overall voice and power had
increased over the past two years—as the result of new national awareness campaigns, greater
inroads by gender equality NGOs, and church-led gender equality campaigns. However, among
households and communities where women had begun producing milk as part of the Let Agogo
project, reports of female empowerment were substantially higher. Analysis of combined survey
answers from male and female respondents shows that 65% of male and female Let Agogo
beneficiaries feel that the role of women in household decision-making has increased since the start
of their involvement with the project. Women are playing a greater role in decisions about
household purchases, the use of surplus family income, and the sale of household products/assets.
In contrast, only 44% of aggregate (combined male and female) non-beneficiaries surveyed by the
team felt similarly, when asked about the change in women’s roles over the past three to five years.
Table 12: Aggregate Comparative Perceptions of Women’s Empowerment (n = 113; 107)
Survey Question: “In the past three to five years, do you believe the number of female milk
producers/role of females in household decisions has increased, decreased, or stayed the same?”

When the data is then disaggregated by sex and only female respondents’ answers are considered,
the discrepancy grows more pronounced. Among surveyed females, 95% of women beneficiaries
believe that women’s roles in household decision-making have increased since they started taking
part in Let Agogo activities. Only 44% of female non-beneficiaries report a positive change in
women’s roles in their families during the same period. In addition, almost 90% of female
beneficiaries feel that the number of women dairy producers has increased in their communities
over time—while a much smaller proportion of non-beneficiaries feel the same is true.
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Table 13: Females’ Comparative Perceptions of Women’s Empowerment (n = 41)
Survey Question: “In the past three to five years, do you believe the number of female milk
producers/role of females in household decisions has increased, decreased, or stayed the same?”

Naturally, these results should be regarded with some caution. A range of outside factors may have
helped female beneficiaries achieve greater empowerment than their non-Let Agogo peers. Many
new female producers, for example, may have become involved with Mama Boeuf or general Let
Agogo activities through prior membership in local non-project women’s associations which were
active before Let Agogo began. These external associations may have continuously provided female
members with more robust support or gender empowerment opportunities than the project itself.
However, the sizeable difference between beneficiaries’ and non-beneficiaries’ views on women’s
household roles suggests that Oxfam-supported Let Agogo gender equality activities have
contributed to these positive social changes.
Worth noting is the variation between the responses of the samples as a whole and the disaggregated
female samples. Aggregate non-beneficiary results suggest that almost half of that sample believes
women’s household decision-making has improved over time. But when male non-beneficiaries’
responses are removed, we see that less than one-third of non-beneficiary women feel their role in
the home has changed for the better. Similarly, combined results for non-beneficiaries imply that
almost 100% of the sample feels there are more local female milk producers in 2008 than previously.
But once the men’s answers are taken out, it becomes clear that only two-thirds of women nonbeneficiaries share this opinion. In contrast, among beneficiaries, these variations in opinion are
much less dramatic. Most women beneficiaries share the aggregate view that there are more female
milk producers since the project has started. Interestingly, even more women beneficiaries believe
their household empowerment has increased than the aggregate result. Overall, these findings may
suggest that male non-beneficiaries are overestimating the actual status of women in their
households—while male and female beneficiaries share a greater understanding of recent changes in
gender roles. However, with only a small sample and a basic survey instrument, evaluators cannot
clearly establish whether this greater synergy between male and female beneficiaries’ views is
testament to the good gender work carried out by the Let Agogo project—or whether it is
attributable to other factors.
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Yet even in beneficiary households, it is clear that the growing
“If you’re a
empowerment of women has ruffled a few male feathers. One
woman with a
male association member in Limonade reported feeling that
women want to take over APWOLIM, after being asked for his
cow, you can
views on Let Agogo’s drive to boost female membership. “Some
earn money
women think they can do anything now!” offered another male in
a follow-up focus group. Some resistance to shifts in gender
and invest it in
relations is to be expected, however, and overall it seems that
other activities.
project efforts to increase women’s social status have been
minimally disruptive—and have instead had a positive impact on
Then the men
family relations. The project has also been careful to offer male
respect you”.
beneficiaries gender training as well, to minimise potential conflicts
that might arise as social roles change. Focus group comments
reflect this outcome:
• “Now that Let Agogo has given cows to women, both the husband and wife in a household
have the chance to work and earn income. I only see this as a good thing: We need all the
extra money we can get, and I’m happy to have my wife help out here” (male beneficiary,
Marmelade).
• In Limonade, a female beneficiary reported that since she began contributing to her
household economically, she experiences much less conflict with her husband—and that her
spouse has come to see her as a valuable contributor to the family.
• A second female beneficiary in Limonade commented that local men are more ‘flexible’ now
that they see women working. Men are now less likely to abuse their wives or use foul
language. In addition, women can now make their own decisions more often: if the
beneficiary decides to sell her cow, it’s her choice to do so.
Non-beneficiaries who had not received cows from Mama Boeuf or proactive support to boost their
participation in local associations were far less enthusiastic about changes in their household status.
Instead, participants in these focus groups touched on a key ‘impact chain’ which they felt had
eluded them: the notion that asset acquisition leads to greater income-earning potential, which in
turn leads to economic empowerment, and then a rise in social status as a result:
• A female non-beneficiary in Bon Repos reported that in Haitian society, money confers
power: women with cows can earn money, which can then be invested in other
activities/assets that will command respect from men. However, she felt that since local
non-beneficiaries do not receive new cows from projects like Let Agogo, their moneymaking potential is limited—as is their social status.
• “If you don’t have money to put into the household, you don’t get a say in what the
household does. It’s as simple as that. My wife doesn’t sell milk to the [Let Agogo] dairy
because we’re too far away from the site and there are no collectors. So she stays at home
and she doesn’t work. I listen to her advice when making decisions that involve money, but
I’m the one who has the final say, because I’m the one breaking my back to make an
income” (male non-beneficiary, Marmelade).
That thousands of female non-beneficiaries in Let Agogo dairy catchment areas are still struggling to
have their voices heard is at once disheartening and encouraging. On one hand, it exposes the
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staggering magnitude of the social challenges many Haitian communities continue to face. Yet on
the other hand, it suggests that a wider scale-up of Oxfam-backed initiatives like Mama Boeuf or
association capacity-building have the potential to create huge positive social impact and real
“Stories of Change”—as more new women cattle owners earn new income, and see a new-found
rise in their social standing.

4.0 CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Key Recommendations:
General: Oxfam and Veterimed staff should carry out more regular, in-depth project monitoring
and evaluation (M&E). Stronger M&E will help staff identify project strengths/weaknesses.
Assistance to Producers: Imported high-yield cattle, better year-round water supplies, and more
credit/loan provision may help producers improve their output and well-being.
Producer Associations: Stronger recruitment campaigns, streamlining of meetings, and clearer
incentive structures could boost membership, participation, and effectiveness.
Assistance to Dairies: More on-site storage capacity, plus a bottle return scheme, could enhance
dairy production processes and insulate against market shocks.
Market Access: Stronger mentors and a private-sector advisory board could facilitate acquisition
of new large-scale clients.
Empowerment of Women: Scale-up of current initiatives into all dairy communities can help the
project achieve its gender equity targets.

Despite some challenges, the first phase of the OGB-funded Let Agogo project has achieved
success in several key areas. Let Agogo’s support to producers, in the form of training, equipment
and animals, has likely played a role in helping local dairy farmers to increase their milk production
by 67% in a short three- to five-year period. The project’s efforts to strengthen producer
associations have created new opportunities for dairy producers to build social networks and
mobilise collectively to solve problems and/or obtain resources. Let Agogo support to dairies has
helped communities establish new channels for local milk supply to be harnessed and processed to
meet local demand; it has also created over 150 much-needed jobs and established new quality
standards for local milk production. More importantly, the Oxfam-funded purchase of 80,000 glass
bottles has allowed sterilised milk production to increase dramatically, meeting growing demand
from the state school system. This and other market expansion efforts have translated into more
sales contracts that have likely resulted in more income for producers. Since the start of the project,
Let Agogo dairy farmers have seen their annual milk earnings rise to more than three times the levels
of non-Let Agogo producers. Finally, and perhaps most crucially, the project has enabled over 120
women to become dairy producers for the first time—a life change that has increased these
beneficiaries’ income levels and social status.
Looking ahead, however, the project still faces some hurdles as it moves into its second phase. The
very structural design of Let Agogo stands out as a challenge to be addressed. The project aims to
turn non-profit dairies, supported by an NGO, into for-profit businesses managed by local producer
associations. However, it is clear even to the project team that the associations lack private sector
management capacity, and that concerted efforts must be made to change this status quo. The
project’s design and implementation could be part of the issue: OGB and Veterimed may have been
hasty in their assertion that local producers could capably manage the dairies as businesses. Another
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issue could be the very nature of the dairy network itself: a loose grouping of entities with varying
structures and histories, the dairies suffer from a lack of standardisation or cohesion. This reality
poses a key challenge for a project that aims to create a strong, unified national brand--and bases its
business model on a centralised marketing and purchasing hub, the Central Unit. In either case, the
Let Agogo team should think hard about the feasibility of its operating model; successful outcomes
and impact may be more readily achieved if the dairies forego independence and stay under the
Veterimed umbrella—either as revenue-earning non-profits/cooperatives, or as more tightly
controlled franchises.
To help inform the planning process for Phase 2 of Let Agogo, this report concludes with several
recommendations gathered from beneficiaries, non-beneficiary community members, project
staff/stakeholders, and the evaluators. Feedback and suggestions are grouped by project component
for easier reference, but some overall comments are provided here first. Globally, the evaluators’
main recommendation is for greater ongoing project monitoring and periodic evaluation. Accurate
and reliable data are the best proof of a project’s success or failure—and more importantly, they can
help project staff make timely changes to project delivery. For example, better tracking of monthly
yoghurt sales in each dairy catchment area can expose shrinking profit margins more quickly,
prompting an earlier scale-up of cheese production in response. Both Oxfam and Veterimed staff
conceded to evaluators that current M&E efforts are minimal, and that this means Let Agogo “has
no clear idea whether our support to producers is effective or not”.13 The large number of donors to
Let Agogo and the project’s complex funding structure have likely not made monitoring/evaluation
systematisation easy, but these processes are still vital--because the data they generate can enhance
implementation, attract more funding, improve media coverage, and increase stakeholder
engagement (among other key benefits).

4.1 SUPPORT TO PRODUCERS
Unprompted, many male producers across dairy sites raised a key point when asked generally how
Let Agogo could better help them: they wanted access to more cows, and specifically cows from
‘improved’ imported breeds that have higher milk yields. Across the sites visited, many producers
voiced familiarity with previous projects that had imported non-Haitian cows to their communities
for dairy farming purposes, generally with great success. Imported cows reportedly adapted well to
the local climate, produced more milk per day, and were more resistant to disease or infection. While
these claims of higher yields and better animal health may be somewhat exaggerated or erroneous
(most beneficiaries conceded that they had never personally raised imported livestock), the
frequency of this request—raised in all but one male focus group—may warrant more attention to
the matter. More broadly, general access to cows is a challenge which Let Agogo staff may wish to
examine in more detail. In the absence of cow distribution, present programme beneficiaries are
those community members who already own cattle—and who are possibly relatively wealthiery than
their peers. As the project expands, the team may opt to explore options for increased cow
distribution across new programme sites, and/or targeting new programme beneficiaries based on
socio-economic need criteria.

13

Interivew with Luc St.-Vil, Oxfam Programme Coordinator, Mar. 2009.
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Integral to good animal husbandry is the provision of adequate water, food, and veterinary care—
but for many beneficiaries, this has proven to be a challenge. In the bulk of focus groups, producers
cited poor initial water access and lengthening dry seasons as a major obstacle to effective milk
production. During rainy months, dairy farmers are able to produce an average of 6 Gal/day; in the
dry season output drops to one-third that amount, an average of 2 Gal/day. Other beneficiaries
reported difficulty providing adequate pasture for their animals, either because of limited access to
seed for planting new grass or limited availability of existing grazing land. Finally, some projectsupported producers cited an inability to access medication and/or vaccines for sick cattle—a reality
which made it difficult to implement new animal care techniques learned during project-supported
veterinary training. Evaluators observed some evidence that these issues are being addressed: certain
beneficiaries noted that Let Agogo has responded to water scarcity by constructing some wells and
pumps in certain communities. However, for the most part, project contributions have reportedly
been modest; most producers are still without good supplies. Recommended, then, are greater
efforts to supplement project training with relevant inputs on a larger scale. Animal nutrition
training could be supported by seed and water provision; veterinary care seminars could be
supplemented by the facilitation of access to vaccinations and medicines.
The Let Agogo team may also opt to devote more attention to a non-equipment form of producer
support: credit and loans. Currently, this activity is not a formal part of the Let Agogo assistance
package, but evaluators learned that informally many dairies were providing short-term credit or
loans to producers and that this was a highly popular perq of dairy membership. Some dairies would
bank producers’ bi-weekly payouts for longer time periods at the producers’ request—to keep the
cash safe from theft and/or eager household spenders. Producers would then withdraw lump sums
at key times of year to finance “big ticket” purchases like new equipment or a new home. In other
cases, dairies would advance a lump sum to producers for one-time big purchases, and then deduct
the loan balance from successive bi-weekly payments. In both scenarios, producers cited key gains in
household economic well-being as a result of this informal banking mechanism. Formalising this
practice could help strengthen dairies across the Let Agogo network by attracting more producers to
join local associations and by giving new women producers a safe, reliable place to keep their new
earnings. Naturally, a formalised credit system would demand more training of its local managers,
but especially in areas that lack formal banks this new activity could strengthen the Let Agogo brand
substantially without departing too far from core business.

4.2 STRENGTHENING OF PRODUCER ASSOCIATIONS
Let Agogo posits that a good dairy is only as strong as its association. By extension, evaluators found
that a good association needs active and skilled members—particularly when it’s eventually intended
to take over dairy ownership. Somewhat surprisingly, though, it appeared that in some communities
these producer associations (and their benefits) were only half-heartedly promoted to Let Agogoaffiliated producers, according to beneficiary and non-beneficiary focus group comments. In several
beneficiary focus groups, participants claimed association membership but were hard-pressed to
define what purpose their association served. Other beneficiaries (and many non-beneficiaries as
well) were unclear about the added value of the associations (at least, from a financial standpoint),
citing that non-members could still sell milk to the dairies at fixed high prices and receive a year-end
bonus payout. If Let Agogo is committed to transferring dairy management to the associations,
more effort should be made to promote the groups locally—ideally through a mix of awarenessraising events, public meetings, and a clear, compelling incentive structure. Effective recruitment
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could do much to improve the quality and quantity of association membership, and attract more
female cow owners to the organisations.
In parallel with better promotion and recruitment, Let Agogo might also take steps to boost
member participation in association activities, and to ensure that the associations themselves are
more member-driven—rather than being simple project service delivery or management
mechanisms: having a large membership is meaningless unless these members are active and
empowered to run ‘their’ association according to their own priorities. During the evaluation, certain
association members complained about lengthy meeting sessions, confusing processes, and a lack of
decorum; they also mentioned a lack of longer-term project support for associations after initial
start-up. Given Let Agogo’s mandate to build organisational capacity, more time and resources
could be spent on streamlining the associations’ proceedings so that they become more accessible
and engaging for members, giving producers more chances to take part in key decision-making. And
again, if associations are truly intended to take the helm of local dairies, strong support in the area of
business administration should also be on offer: financial management workshops, HR management
workshops, and basic marketing courses would be viable starting points, even if the Central Unit is
to maintain control over product promotion.

4.3 SUPPORT TO DAIRIES
During their assessment, evaluators learned quickly that the Haitian retail market is volatile:
consumer demand reacts rapidly to frequent economic/political shocks, leaving businesses
vulnerable to quick changes in sales contract terms. The Let Agogo team knows this well: month-tomonth agreements with supermarkets and hotels (who occasionally return spoiled merchandise) and
vulnerable arrangements with the state school system breed uncertainty across the supply chain.
Crucial, then, is the ability for dairy processing sites to store larger quantities of inventory over time,
as supply and demand fluctuate. If individual retailers lack equipment to refrigerate or stockpile
unsold milk, the dairies may be able to assume this responsibility instead. Simple propane-powered
refrigerators could integrate well into the current non-electrical production line set-up. Failing that,
additional ventilated (but non-refrigerated) warehouse space could allow the longer-term storage of
sterilised milk bottles in response to fluctuating consumer demand; this system could be
complemented by a more advanced bottle return process, wherein the same collectors who visit
producers to bring their raw milk to the dairy could circulate among small retailers and collect their
empty bottles. Evaluators heard that a lack of storage and a lack of coordinated bottle return are
impeding the growth of Let Agogo product lines; these simple measures could help the dairies
overcome those hurdles at relatively low cost, enabling greater resilience and responsiveness in a
changing market.

4.4 ENHANCEMENT OF MARKET ACCESS
Where marketing is concerned, Let Agogo could benefit from better networking and corporate
outreach to promote its products. In Haiti, where good business is largely built on personal
relationships, Let Agogo’s Central Unit stands out as an entity with a more vague public face.
Central Unit staff attests that the project’s marketing approach eschews ‘cold call’ prospecting in
favour of personal contacts to secure large-scale clients, while local dairies handle small-scale local
client acquisition. This strategy worked well in the era of Michel Chancy, the high-profile former
director of Veterimed who personally secured the school supply contract. Whether it can produce
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similar results after Chancy’s departure remains to be seen. Recommended, then, are two coruses of
action.
First, the creation of a private sector advisory board, comprising key Haitian business leaders with
strong social consciences, could do much to help promote the Let Agogo brand in the right circles.
Alternately, the recruitment of individual business mentors/advisors to coach Central Unit staff (and
even dairy managers, in the regions) could also help the enterprise acquire new clients and
strengthen its marketing approach. In both contexts, expat Haitian entrepreneurs living in the US or
Canada could also play a role, bringing their North American business expertise back to the island.
Oxfam can contribute directly here too, leveraging the Enterprise Development Programme
network and other fair trade campaign contacts to help the Haitian dairies. These mentors and/or
advisory board members can also lead a critical exercise: a thorough evaluation of each dairy’s (and
each product line’s) annual profit and loss trends in recent years. Good market knowledge gleaned
from this activity can help guide future market expansion and dairy network growth more
effectively.
Second (and ideally in parallel), the Central Unit may wish to engage a ‘roving’ or ‘itinerant’
marketing specialist who could build the capacity of local dairy managers to develop strong local
marketing strategies. The Central Unit could then take a portion of profits generated through this
new business to help fund its own activities. At the very least, the Central Unit may wish to leverage
current staff to increase its interactions with local dairies—so that roles and responsibilities related
to product marketing are delineated more clearly, and that complementary approaches are pursued
at both levels.

4.5 EMPOWERMENT OF WOMEN
That Let Agogo is doing good work to empower women is clear to evaluators. Now, this good work
should be scaled up dramatically, so that animal distribution schemes like Mama Boeuf and drives to
boost female association membership are ubiquitous to all dairy catchment areas. At the moment,
evaluators found that the project’s gender equality work is poorly publicised in local communities.
Non-beneficiary women in Limonade—a community where Mama Boeuf is especially strong—had
never heard of the initiative despite living in the same villages as many cow recipients. In Terrier
Rouge, a neighbouring catchment area, the response was the same: communities members expressed
little awareness that Let Agogo worked to empower women or give them cows in the neighbouring
Nord département. However, the local producer association president expressed a readiness to
promote gender empowerment through activities and policy, if given the resources: “I have
contacted Let Agogo several times to tell them we want more support for women,” he told
evaluators. “We believe women need more resources to help them become successful producers—
because they have many more obstacles than men. We can provide the community support, but we
need the project to give us the funds and the training”. With these comments echoing across the Let
Agogo network, and with the positive results achieved by Mama Boeuf to date, it seems clear that a
greater Oxfam/Veterimed push to promote female dairy production would have a far-reaching
impact.
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5.0 APPENDIX: TOOLS AND RESOURCES
5.1 SITE VISIT MAP

Marmelade

Cap Haitien
Limonade
Terrier Rouge

Léogane
Bon Repos
Port Au Prince
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5.2 SUMMARY LIST OF FOCUS GROUPS
Group Type

Group size

Location

Date

Male beneficiaries (1)

10

Marmelade (Artibonite
département)

17 March 2009

Male beneficiaries (2)

15

Marmelade (Artibonite
département)

17 March 2009

Female beneficiaries

9

Marmelade (Artibonite
département)

17 March 2009

Male non-beneficiaries

2 (held as interview)

Marmelade (Artibonite
département)

17 March 2009

Female non-beneficiaries

3 (held as interview)

Marmelade (Artibonite
département)

17 March 2009

Male beneficiaries

12

Limonade (Nord
département)

19 March 2009

Female beneficiaries

10

Limonade (Nord
département)

19 March 2009

Male non-beneficiaries

8

Limonade (Nord
département)

19 March 2009

Female non-beneficiaries

13

Limonade (Nord
département)

19 March 2009

Male beneficiaries

8

Bon Repos (Ouest
département)

24 March 2009

Female beneficiaries

2 (held as interview)

Bon Repos (Ouest
département)

24 March 2009

Female non-beneficiaries

13

Bon Repos (Ouest
département)

24 March 2009

Male beneficiaries

12

Léogane (Ouest
département)

25 March 2009

Mixed (male and female)

19

Léogane (Ouest

25 March 2009
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non-beneficiaries

département)

5.2 SUMMARY LIST OF INFORMANT INTERVIEWS
Interviewee Type

Interviewee Name Location

Date

Dairy Manager

Prosper Kunius

Terrier Rouge (NordEst département)

18 March 2009

Dairy Manager + Dairy
Staff Member

Jean Lucien
(Manager), Miguel
Joseph (Staff)

Limonade (Nord
département)

18 March 2009

Dairy Manager

Philippe X (no
surname obtained)

Léogane (Ouest
département)

25 March 2009

Dairy Manager

Pierre-Louis
Sainfanel

Bon Repos (Ouest
département)

24 March 2009

Producer Association
Coordinator

Jean Rémy (Coordinator of
APWOLIM Asosyasyon
Pwodiktè Lèt
Limonade)

Limonade (Nord
département)

18 March 2009

Terrier Rouge (NordEst département)

18 March 2009

Guerline Ménéus
(Co-ordinator of
AFLIDEPA Asosyasyon Fanm
Limonade pou
Developman
Pwodiksyon Agrikòl
ak Atizana)

Producer Association
President

Richard Joseph
(Outgoing
Association
President)
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Paul Rodrigue
(Incoming
Association
President)
“Central Unit” Manager

Gracita Duré

Veterimed Head Office,
Port-au-Prince

20 March 2009

Veterimed Executive
Director

Rosanie Germain

Veterimed Head Office,
Port-au-Prince

24 March 2009

Veterimed Technical
Coordinator

Cime Jean Schilet

Veterimed Head Office,
Port-au-Prince

20 March 2009

Veterimed Regional
Manager, Northern Haiti

Herauld Museau

Veterimed Office,
Limonade (Nord
département)

18 March 2009

Veterimed Management
Consultant

Gerard Grandin

Veterimed Office,
Limonade (Nord
département)

18 March 2009

Oxfam Programme
Coordinator

Luc St. Vil

Oxfam GB Office,
Port-au-Prince

26 March 2009
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5.1 HOUSEHOLD SURVEY - BENEFICIARIES
Sondage Suivi – Projet “Let Agogo” / Veterimed
VERSION BÉNÉFICIAIRES

Q#

Texte de Question

Réponse

Section 1 – Information Générale
1.1

Initiales de l`Enquêteur

1.2

Code Équipe

1.3

Date du Sondage (J/M/A)

1.4

Nom du Village

1.5

Nom du Département

Section 2 – Information sur les Bénéficiaires
2.1

Nom et Prénom du/de la Bénéficiaire

2.2

Sexe (Homme = 0; Femme = 1)

2.3

Statut Familial du Bénéficiaire: Marié(e)/En Cohabitation =1;
Jamais Marié(e) =2; Veuf/ve =3; Divorcé(e)/Séparé(e) =4

2.4

Age du Bénéficiaire (N/A=X; 60 ans et plus = 0; 18 ans et moins =1;
autre =2)

2.5

Niveau d`Education: Primaire partiel = 0; Primaire terminé = 1;
secondaire partiel = 2; secondaire terminé = 3; formation
technique = 4

2.6

# d`hommes adultes du ménage qui travaillent (15-60 ans)

2.7

# de femmes adultes du ménage qui travaillent (15-60 ans)

2.8

# d`enfants dans le ménage (5-13 ans)

2.9

# d`enfants dans le ménage (< 5 ans)

Section 3 – Soutien au Programme
3.1

Est-ce que votre ménage a été soutenu par Veterimed? Si oui, quel
a été le principal assistance reçu? (Pas de soutien = 0; formation
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Q#

Texte de Question

Réponse

technique [production de lait; élevage de vaches] =1; appui aux
associations producteurs = 2; distribution des vaches = 3;
amélioration du pâturage [semences/puits] = 4; soins vétérinaires
= 5; autre = 6)
3.2

Si vous avez assisté à la formation, est-ce que vous vous sentez
mieux préparé(e) pour élever vos vaches/produire du lait qu`avant
cette formation? (N/A = X; Non = 0; Oui = 1)

3.3

Si vous avez assisté à la formation, est-ce que vous êtes soutenu
régulièrement par des représentants locaux de Veterimed? (N/A =
X; Non = 0; Oui = 1)

3.4

Si oui, est-que vous croyez que les représentants qui vous visitent
possèdent des qualifications/ressources suffisantes? (N/A = X; Non
= 0; Oui = 1)

3.5

Etes-vous membre d`une association de producteurs de lait? (N/A
= X; Non = 0; Oui = 1)

3.6

Est-ce que cette association a été établie par Veterimed, ou existaitt-il auparavant? (N/A = X; établi par Veterimed = 0; existait déjà =
1)

3.7

À combien des réunions de votre association assistez-vous? (N/A =
X; Aucune = 0; quelques-unes = 1; toutes = 2)

3.8

Avez-vous assisté aux séances de formation de Veterimed sur la
gestion de votre association? (N/A = X; Non = 0; Oui = 1)

3.9

Croyez-vous que votre association vous permet d`exprimer vos
opinions? (N/A = X; Non = 0; Oui = 1)

3.10

Quel est l`avantage principal d’être membre de votre association?
(N/A = X; établissement de meilleurs relations avec d`autres
producteurs =1; accès aux nouveaux marchés de vente =2; accès
aux meilleurs prix =3; autre =4)

3.11

Si Veterimed a établi/soutenu votre association de producteurs,
est-ce que ce soutien vous a aidé à augmenter les ventes de lait?
(N/A = X; Pas de soutien = 0; Oui, Veterimed m`a soutenu, mais
cela ne m`a pas aidé = 1; Oui, Veterimed m`a soutenu, et ce
soutien m`a aidé = 2)
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Q#
3.12

Texte de Question

Réponse

Si vous avez reçu une vache de Veterimed, est-ce que cette vache
vous a aidé à augmenter votre revenu familial? (N/A = X; Non = 0;
Oui = 1)

3.13

Si Veterimed vous a soutenu d’améliorer le pâturage (semence
de paturage, puits), est-ce que ce soutien vous a aidé à augmenter
votre revenu familial, en augmentant vos ventes de lait? (N/A = X;
Non = 0; Oui = 1)

3.14

En général, avez-vous attendu longtemps avant de profiter de Let
Agogo ou est-ce que vous avez profité du programme après un
délai acceptable?
(Je n’ai pas encore profité =0; j’ai profité mais après une longue
période d`attente =1; j’ai profité après une période d`attente
acceptable =2; j’ai profité après une courte période d`attente =3)

3.15

En général, croyez-vous que le programme Let Agogo a amélioré
le bien-être de votre famille? (non=0; oui=1)

Section 4 – Génération de Revenu; Accès Aux Marchés
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Q#

Texte de Question

Réponse

REVENU ANNUEL DU MÉNAGE – 2008 (APRÈS PARTICIPATION EN LET AGOGO)
Code Source de Revenu (vente de
lait, etc.)
4.1

A. Qté/mois (Gal,

B. Prix Unité

etc)

(GD)

C. Total (GD)

Vente de Lait
x ___ Mois =

4.2

Vente des Produits Agricoles
x ___ Mois =

4.3

Élevage des Animaux
x ___ Mois =

4.4

Travail Salarié
x ___ Mois =

4.5

Travail Saisonnier/Non-Salarié
x ___ Mois =

4.6

Petite Commerce
x ___ Mois =

4.7

Transferts d`Argent
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Q#

Texte de Question

Réponse

x ___ Mois =

4.8

Autre Source de Revenu
x ___ Mois =

4.9

Autre Activité Non-génératrice
de Revenu

(x ___ Mois =)

Total Cumulatif

4.10

REVENU ANNUEL – DERNIÈRE ANNÉE AVANT PARTICIPATION EN LET AGOGO
Code Source de Revenu (vente de
lait, etc.)
4.11

A. Qté/mois (Gal,

B. Prix Unité

etc)

(GD)

C. Total (GD)

Vente de Lait
x ___ Mois =

4.12

Vente des Produits Agricoles

x ___ Mois =

4.13

Élevage des Animaux
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Q#

Texte de Question

Réponse

x ___ Mois =

4.14

Travail Salarié

x ___ Mois =

4.15

Travail Saisonnier/Non-Salarié

x ___ Mois =

4.16

Petite Commerce

x ___ Mois =

4.17

Transferts d`Argent
x ___ Mois =

4.18

Autre Source de Revenu
x ___ Mois =

4.19

Autre Activité Non-génératrice
de Revenu
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Q#

Texte de Question

Réponse

(x ___ Mois =)

Total Cumulatif

4.20

4.21

Depuis que vous faites parti du réseau Let Agogo, est-ce que le
revenu annuel de votre ménage a: (N/A = X; baissé = 0, resté le
même = 1, augmenté = 2)?

4.22

Depuis que vous faites parti du réseau Let Agogo, quel est votre
principal usage de l`argent supplémentaire que vous avez généré
par la vente du lait?
(N/A=X; achat des biens pour le ménage (non alimentaires) = 0;
achat des biens pour le ménage (alimentaires) = 1; investissement
en nouvelles activités économiques = 2; achat des médicaments = 3;
éducation = 4; obligations familiales (mariages, baptêmes,
enterrements, etc. = 5; autre = 6)
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Q#
4.23

Texte de Question

Réponse

Si vous produisez du lait supplémentaire qui n`est pas acheté par
la laiterie, qu`est-ce que vous faites avec ce lait? (N/A = X;
consommation familiale =1; vente par d’autres moyens = 2;
distribution gratuite aux autres = 3; gâcher =4)

4.24

Depuis que vous faites parti du réseau Let Agogo, quelle est la
quantité de lait que votre ménage consomme? (N/A = X)

4.25

Est-ce que ce montant est en : (N/A = X ; Litres = 1 ; Gallons =2 ;
Bouteilles =3)

4.26

Dans la dernière année avant que vous fassiez parti du réseau Let
Agogo, quelle était la quantité de lait que votre ménage a
consommé? (Gal/mois)? (N/A = X)

4.27

Est-ce que ce montant est en : (N/A = X ; Litres = 1 ; Gallons =2 ;
Bouteilles =3)

4.28

Depuis que vous faites parti du réseau Let Agogo, si vous
consommez une partie de votre lait chez vous, croyez-vous que ce
lait a aidé votre famille à améliorer son état de santé? (N/A=X;
non=0; oui=1)

4.29

Depuis que vous faites parti du réseau Let Agogo, est-ce que votre
accès aux marchés pour vendre votre lait a (N/A = X; baissé = 0,
resté le même = 1, augmenté = 2)?

4.30

Depuis que vous faites parti du réseau Let Agogo, quel est votre
moyen principal de vendre votre lait? (N/A=X; directement à la
laiterie Let Agogo = 1; directement à un autre acheteur commercial
= 2; directement aux individus dans la communauté = 3; autre = 4)

4.31

Avant que vous fassiez parti du réseau Let Agogo, quel était votre
moyen principal de vendre votre lait? (N/A=X; marché local = 1;
petit commerçant local = 2; directement aux individus dans la
communauté = 3; autre = 4)

4.32

Depuis que vous faites parti du réseau Let Agogo, est-ce que le
prix du marché que vous obtenez pour votre lait a (N/A = X; baissé
= 0, resté le même = 1, augmenté = 2)?

4.33

Depuis que vous faites parti du réseau Let Agogo, est-ce que votre
accès à l`information concernant les moyens de vendre votre lait a
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Q#

Texte de Question

Réponse

(N/A = X; baissé = 0, resté le même = 1, augmenté = 2)?
4.34

Depuis que vous faites parti du réseau Let Agogo, comment est-ce
que vous obtenez des renseignements sur les moyens de vendre
votre lait? (N/A = x; collecteurs Veterimed = 1; laiterie Let Agogo
=2; autres producteurs = 3; autre source = 4)

4.35

Avant que vous fassiez parti du réseau Let Agogo, comment est-ce
que vous obteniez des renseignements sur les moyens de vendre
votre lait? (N/A = x; marché local = 1; autres producteurs = 2; autre
source = 3)

4.36

Quel est le principal avantage que Let Agogo vous apporte, à votre
avis ?
(N/A = X; pas d’avantages réalisés de Let Agogo = 0; augmentation
de mes capacités de production = 1; distribution plus efficace de
mon lait (kiosques, marchands ambulants) =2; meilleur publicité
pour mon lait = 3; meilleurs prix de vente pour mon lait = 4;
plusieurs acheteurs de mon lait = 5; période de vente plus longue =
6; autre = 7)

Section 5 – Participation des Femmes
5.1

Depuis que vous faites parti du réseau Let Agogo, croyez-vous
que le nombre de femmes productrices de lait a (N/A = X; baissé =
0, resté le même = 1, augmenté = 2)?

5.2

Depuis que vous faites parti du réseau Let Agogo, croyez-vous
que le nombre de femmes productrices qui sont membres des
associations de producteurs a (N/A = X; baissé = 0, resté le même =
1, augmenté = 2)?

5.3

Depuis que vous faites parti du réseau Let Agogo, croyez-vous
que la présence des femmes dans les activités des associations des
producteurs a (N/A = X; baissé = 0, resté le même = 1, augmenté =
2)?

5.4

Depuis que vous faites parti du réseau Let Agogo, croyez-vous
que le nombre de femmes productrices qui tiennent des
positions de gestion/leadership dans les associations des
producteurs a (N/A = X; baissé = 0, resté le même = 1, augmenté =
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Q#

Texte de Question

Réponse

2)?
5.5

Dans votre ménage, qui prend les décisions principales en ce qui
concerne les achats/dépenses de la famille? (N/A = X, l`homme = 1;
la femme = 2; tous les deux, également = 3)

5.6

Depuis que vous faites parti du réseau Let Agogo, croyez-vous
que la contribution des femmes aux décisions ménagères a (N/A =
X; baissé = 0, resté le même = 1, augmenté = 2)?

5.7

Depuis que vous faites parti du réseau Let Agogo, croyez-vous
que la contribution des femmes aux décisions communautaires a
(N/A = X; baissé = 0, resté le même = 1, augmenté = 2)?

Commentaires de l`Enquêteur:
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5.2 HOUSEHOLD SURVEY – NON-BENEFICIARIES

Sondage Suivi – Projet “Let Agogo” / Veterimed
GROUPE COMPARAISION (NON-BÉNÉFICAIRES DE LET AGOGO)

Q#

Texte de Question

Réponse

Section 1 – Information Générale
1.1

Initiales de l`Enquêteur

1.2

Code Équipe

1.3

Date du Sondage (J/M/A)

1.4

Nom du Village

1.5

Nom du Département

Section 2 – Information sur les Répondeurs
2.1

Nom et Prénom

2.2

Sexe (Homme = 0; Femme = 1)

2.3

Statut Familial: Marié(e)/En Cohabitation =1; Jamais Marié(e) =2;
Veuf/ve =3; Divorcé(e)/Séparé(e) =3

2.4

Age (N/A=X; 60 ans et plus = 0; 18 ans et moins =1; autre =2)

2.5

Niveau d`Education: Primaire partiel = 0; Primaire terminé = 1;
secondaire partiel = 2; secondaire terminé = 3; formation
technique/professionnelle = 4

2.6

# d`hommes adultes du ménage qui travaillent (15-60 ans)

2.7

# de femmes adultes du ménage qui travaillent (15-60 ans)

2.8

# d`enfants dans le ménage (5-13 ans)

2.9

# d`enfants dans le ménage (< 5 ans)

Section 3 – Soutien de Production / Rôle dans les Associations Producteurs
3.1

Est-ce que votre ménage a été soutenu dans l`élevage des
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Q#

Texte de Question

Réponse

animaux/production de lait? Si oui, quel a été le principal
assistance reçu? (Pas de soutien = 0; formation technique
[production de lait; élevage de vaches] =1; appui aux associations
producteurs = 2; distribution des vaches = 3; amélioration du
pâturage [semences/puits] = 4; soins vétérinaires = 5; autre = 6)
3.1A

Qui est-ce qui vous offre ce soutien? (N/A = X; ONG/groupe
communautaire locale = 1; association de producteurs = 2; ONG
internationale = 3; autres producteurs = 4; autre = 5)

3.2

Si vous avez assisté à la formation, est-ce que vous vous sentez
mieux préparé(e) pour élever vos vaches/produire du lait qu`avant
cette formation? (N/A = X; Non = 0; Oui = 1)

3.5

Etes-vous membre d`une association de producteurs de lait? (N/A
= X; Non = 0; Oui = 1)

3.7

À combien des réunions de votre association assistez-vous? (N/A =
X; Aucune = 0; quelques-unes = 1; toutes = 2)

3.9

Croyez-vous que votre association vous permet d`exprimer vos
opinions? (N/A = X; Non = 0; Oui = 1)

3.10

Quel est l`avantage principal d’être membre de votre association?
(N/A = X; établissement de meilleures relations avec d`autres
producteurs =1; accès aux nouveaux marchés de vente =2; accès
aux meilleurs prix =3; autre =4)

Section 4 – Génération de Revenu; Accès Aux Marchés

REVENU ANNUEL DU MÉNAGE – 2008 (L`AN DERNIER)
Code Source de Revenu (vente de
lait, etc.)
4.1

A. Qté/mois (Gal,

B. Prix Unité

etc)

(GD)

C. Total (GD)

Vente de Lait
x ___ Mois =
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Q#
4.2

Texte de Question

Réponse

Vente des Produits Agricoles
x ___ Mois =

4.3

Élevage des Animaux
x ___ Mois =

4.4

Travail Salarié
x ___ Mois =

4.5

Travail Saisonnier/Non-Salarié
x ___ Mois =

4.6

Petit Commerce
x ___ Mois =

4.7

Transferts d`Argent
x ___ Mois =

4.8

Autre Sources de Revenu

x ___ Mois =

4.9

Autre Activité Non-génératrice

x ___ Mois =

de Revenu
4.10

Total Cumulatif
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Q#

Texte de Question

Réponse

REVENU ANNUEL – 2003 (IL Y A CINQ ANS)
Code Source de Revenu (vente de
lait, etc.)
4.11

A. Qté/mois (Gal,

B. Prix Unité

etc)

(GD)

C. Total (GD)

Vente de Lait
x ___ Mois =

4.12

Vente des Produits Agricoles
x ___ Mois =

4.13

Élevage des Animaux
x ___ Mois =

4.14

Travail Salarié
x ___ Mois =

4.15

Travail Saisonnier/Non-Salarié
x ___ Mois =

4.16

Petit Commerce
x ___ Mois =

4.17

Transferts d`Argent
x ___ Mois =
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Q#

4.18

Texte de Question

Réponse

Autre Source de Revenu
x ___ Mois =

4.19

Autre Activité Non-génératrice
de Revenu

Total Cumulatif

4.20

4.21

x ___ Mois =

Pendant les cinq dernières années, est-ce que le revenu annuel de
votre ménage a: (N/A = X; baissé = 0, resté le même = 1, augmenté
= 2)?

4.22

L`année dernière, comment est-ce que vous avez dépensé le
revenu généré par la vente du lait/autre activité économique
principale?
(N/A=X; achat des biens pour le ménage (non alimentaires) = 0;
achat des biens pour le ménage (alimentaires) = 1; investissement
en nouvelles activités économiques = 2; achat des médicaments = 3;
éducation = 4; obligations familiales (mariages, baptêmes, etc.) = 5;
autre = 6)

4.22A

Il y a cinq ans, comment est-ce que vous avez dépensé le revenu
généré par la vente du lait/autre activité économique principale?
(N/A=X; achat des biens pour le ménage (non alimentaires) = 0;
achat des biens pour le ménage (alimentaires) = 1; investissement
en nouvelles activités économiques = 2; achat des médicaments = 3;
éducation = 4; obligations familiales (mariages, baptêmes, etc.) = 5;
autre = 6)

4.23A

Quel est le principal usage du lait que vous produisez? (N/A = X;
consommation familiale =1; vente aux acheteurs commerciaux=2;
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Q#

Texte de Question

Réponse

vente par d’autres moyens = 3; distribution gratuite aux autres = 4;
gâcher =5)
4.24

L`année dernière, quelle a été la quantité de lait que votre ménage
a consommé? (N/A = X)

4.25

Est-ce que ce montant est en : (N/A = X ; Litres = 1 ; Gallons =2 ;
Bouteilles =3)

4.26

Il y a cinq ans, quelle a été la quantité de lait que votre ménage a
consommé? (Gal/mois)? (N/A = X)

4.27

Est-ce que ce montant est en : (N/A = X ; Litres = 1 ; Gallons =2 ;
Bouteilles =3)

4.28

Si vous consommez une partie de votre lait chez vous, croyez-vous
que ce lait a aide votre famille à améliorer ses niveaux de santé?
(N/A=X; non=0; oui=1)

4.29

Pendant les cinq dernières années, est-ce que votre possibilité de
vendre votre lait au marché a (N/A = X; baissé = 0, resté le même =
1, augmenté = 2)?

4.30

L`année dernière, quel était votre moyen principal de vendre
votre lait? (N/A=X; marché local = 1; grand acheteur commercial
=2; petit commerçant local = 3; directement aux individus dans la
communauté = 4; autre = 5)

4.31

Il y a cinq ans, quel était votre moyen principal de vendre votre
lait? (N/A=X; marché local = 1; grand acheteur commercial =2; petit
commerçant local = 3; directement aux individus dans la
communauté = 4; autre = 5)

4.32

Pendant les cinq dernières années, est-ce que le prix de marché
que vous obtenez pour votre lait a (N/A = X; baissé = 0, resté le
même = 1, augmenté = 2)?

4.33

Pendant les cinq dernières années, est-ce que votre accès à
l`information concernant les moyens de vendre votre lait a (N/A =
X; baissé = 0, resté le même = 1, augmenté = 2)?

4.34

L`année dernière, comment est-ce que vous obteniez des
renseignements sur les moyens de vendre votre lait? (N/A = x;
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Q#

Texte de Question

Réponse

collecteurs Veterimed = 1; Laiterie Let Agogo =2; autres
producteurs = 3; autre source = 4)
4.35

Il y a cinq ans, comment est-ce que vous obteniez des
renseignements sur les moyens de vendre votre lait? (N/A = x;
marché local = 1; autres producteurs = 2; autre source = 3)

4.36A

Est-ce que vous rencontrez des défis/obstacles en essayant de
vendre votre lait? Si oui, quel est le principal obstacle?
(N/A = X; pas d`obstacles = 0; manque de moyens pour augmenter
ma production de lait =1 ; manque de réseaux efficace pour
vendre/distribuer mon lait = 2; manque de moyens de promouvoir
mon lait aux consommateurs = 3; manque de bons prix d`achat
pour mon lait = 4; manque de choix d`acheteurs = 5; période de
vente trop courte = 6; autre = 7)

4.36B

Est-ce que vous avez entendu parlé de Veterimed ou Let Agogo?
À quoi sert Veterimed/Let Agogo principalement, à votre avis?
(N/A = x; non, je ne connais pas Veterimed = 0; Oui, je connais
Veterimed mais je ne le vois pas comme mécanisme utile =1;
Veterimed aide aux producteurs à vendre leur lait =2; Veterimed
aide aux producteurs à augmenter leur production laitière =3;
Veterimed aide aux producteurs à s`organiser =4; autre =5)

4.36C

Croyez-vous que les producteurs de lait dans votre communauté
qui font parti du réseau Let Agogo gagnent plus d`argent par
mois que les autres producteurs de lait/autres gens qui travaillent
dans la communauté? (N/A = X; non = 0; oui = 1)

Section 5 – Participation des Femmes
5.1

Pendant les cinq dernières années, croyez-vous que le nombre de
femmes productrices de lait dans votre communauté a (N/A = X;
baissé = 0, resté le même = 1, augmenté = 2)?

5.2

Pendant les cinq dernières années, croyez-vous que le nombre de
femmes productrices qui sont membres des associations de
producteurs a (N/A = X; baissé = 0, resté le même = 1, augmenté =
2)?
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Q#
5.3

Texte de Question

Réponse

Pendant les cinq dernières années, croyez-vous que la présence
des femmes dans les activités des associations des producteurs a
(N/A = X; baissé = 0, resté le même = 1, augmenté = 2)?

5.4

Pendant les cinq dernières années, croyez-vous que le nombre de
femmes productrices qui tiennent des positions de
gestion/leadership dans les associations des producteurs a (N/A
= X; baissé = 0, resté le même = 1, augmenté = 2)?

5.5

Dans votre ménage, qui prend les décisions principales en ce qui
concerne les achats/dépenses de la famille? (N/A = X, l`homme = 1;
la femme = 2; tous les deux, également = 3)

5.6

Pendant les cinq dernières années, croyez-vous que la contribution
des femmes aux décisions ménagères a (N/A = X; baissé = 0, resté
le même = 1, augmenté = 2)?

5.7

Pendant les cinq dernières années, croyez-vous que la
contribution des femmes aux décisions communautaires a (N/A =
X; baissé = 0, resté le même = 1, augmenté = 2)?

Commentaires de l`Enquêteur:
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5.3 FOCUS GROUP GUIDELINE NOTES – BENEFICIARIES
Guide – Focus Groupe: Projet “Let Agogo” / Veterimed
VERSION BÉNÉFICIAIRES
Activité 1A: Information Générale
Q#

Texte de Question

1.1

Initiales de l`Animateur

1.2

Date (J/M/A)

1.3

Code Groupe

1.5

Village/Endroit

1.6

Noms des Bénéficiaires

Réponse

Village

Activité 1B: Enregistrement du Statut Socio-Économique
Catégories:
Q#

Catégories

Options

1.7

Quelle est

(Chef de ménage =1; autre =2)

1

2

3

4

votre
position dans
le ménage?
1.8

1.9

1.10

Statut

Marié(e)/En Cohabitation =1;

Familial des

Jamais Marié(e) =2; Veuf/ve =3;

Bénéficiaires

Divorcé(e)/Séparé(e) =4

Age des

(Entre 18 et 60 ans = 1; 18 ans et

Bénéficiaires

moins =2; 60 ans et plus = 3)

Nombre de

(1 ou 2 = 1; 3 à 5 = 2; 6+ = 3)

membres de
ménage
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Activité 2: Tableau d`Evaluation
Question de Guide: Est-ce que votre ménage a connu les changements dans chacune de ces
catégories depuis que vous faites parti du réseau Let Agogo?

Code Indicateur (Carte-Image)

Meilleur ☺

Aucun

Pire

Changement O
A

Accès au soutien à la
production (formation,
équipement, animaux)

B

Participation dans les
associations de producteurs

C

Niveau de production laitière

D

Accès aux marchés de vente

E

Revenu annuel

F

Statut des femmes

Activité 3: Analyse du Tableau/Discussion
Question de Guide: Aidez-nous à comprendre pourquoi les changements que votre ménage a
connus dans chacune des catégories sont passés.

A. Soutien du Programme
Q#

Texte de Question

3.1

Est-ce que votre ménage a été soutenu par Veterimed? Si oui, quel a été le principal
assistance reçu?
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Si vous avez participé dans la formation, est-ce que vous vous sentez mieux

3.1

préparé(e) pour élever vos vaches/produire du lait qu`avant cette formation?
Si vous avez participé dans la formation, est-ce que vous êtes soutenu

3.3

régulièrement par des représentants locaux de Veterimed?
3.4

Si oui, est-que vous croyez que les représentants qui vous visitent possèdent des
qualifications/ressources suffisantes?

3.13

Si Veterimed vous a soutenu d’améliorer le pâturage (semence, puits), est-ce que ce
soutien vous a aidé à augmenter votre revenu familial, en augmentant vos ventes de
lait?

3.14

En général, avez-vous dû attendre longtemps avant que votre famille ait profitée
du programme Let Agogo ou est-ce que vous avez profité du programme après un
délai acceptable?

3.15

En général, croyez-vous que le programme Let Agogo a aidé votre famille à
améliorer son bien-être?

B. Participation dans les Associations de Producteurs
Q#

Texte de Question

3.5

Etes-vous membre d`une association de producteurs de lait?

3.6

Est-ce que cette association a été établie par Veterimed ou existait-t-il auparavant?

3.7

À combien des réunions de votre association assistez-vous?

3.8

Avez-vous assisté aux séances de formation de Veterimed sur la gestion de votre
association?

3.9

Croyez-vous que votre association vous permet d`exprimer vos opinions?

3.10

Quel est l`avantage principal d’être membre de votre association?

3.11

Si Veterimed a établi/soutenu votre association de producteurs, est-ce que cette
assistance vous a aidé à augmenter les ventes de lait?

C. Niveau de Production
Q#

Texte de Question

4.22

Depuis que vous faites parti du réseau Let Agogo, quelle quantité de lait est-ce que
vous produisez par mois? Quelle est la quantité de lait que votre ménage
consomme? ( Gal/mois)?
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Dans la dernière année avant que vous fassiez parti du réseau Let Agogo, quelle

4.23

quantité de lait avez-vous produit par mois? Que votre ménage a consommé?
(Gal/mois)?
Si vous produisez du lait supplémentaire qui n`est pas acheté par la laiterie, qu`est-

4.21

ce que vous faites avec ce lait?
Depuis que vous faites parti du réseau Let Agogo, si vous consommez une partie de

4.24

votre lait chez vous, croyez-vous que ce lait a aidé votre famille à améliorer son état
de santé?
D/E. Accès aux Marchés de Vente/Revenu Annuel
Q#

Question

4.10

Quel est votre principal activité génératrice de revu? La production du lait, est-t-elle
une de vos principales activités économiques? Combien d`argent gagnez-vous de la
vente du lait chaque mois?

4.10A

Quel genre d`activité vous apporte plus d`argent: la production du lait ou une autre
activité?

4.18

Est-ce que vous êtes engage en d`autres activités pendant l`année qui soutiennent
votre famille mais qui ne sont pas payants?

4.19

Depuis que vous faites parti du réseau Let Agogo, est-ce que le revenu annuel de
votre ménage a baissé/resté le même/augmenté?

4.20

Depuis que vous faites parti du réseau Let Agogo, comment est-ce que vous
dépensez le revenu généré par la vente du lait?

4.25

Depuis que vous faites parti du réseau Let Agogo, est-ce que votre accès aux
marchés de vente a baissé/resté le même/augmenté?

4.26-7

Depuis que vous faites parti du réseau Let Agogo, quel est votre moyen principal de
vendre votre lait? Quel était le moyen principal avant que vous fassiez parti de Let
Agogo?

4.28

Depuis que vous faites parti du réseau Let Agogo, est-ce que le prix de marché que
vous obtenez pour votre lait a baissé/resté le meme/augmenté?

4.29-30-1

Depuis que vous faites parti du réseau Let Agogo, comment est-ce que vous obtenez
des renseignements sur les moyens de vendre votre lait? Et quel était le cas
auparavant? Est-ce que votre accès aux renseignements a changé depuis que vous
faites parti de Let Agogo?
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F. Statut des Femmes
Q#

Texte de Question
5.1

Depuis que vous faites parti du réseau Let Agogo, croyez-vous que le nombre de
femmes productrices de lait a baissé/resté le même/augmenté?

5.2

Depuis que vous faites parti du réseau Let Agogo, croyez-vous que le nombre de
femmes productrices qui sont membres des associations de producteurs a
baissé/resté le même/augmenté?

5.3

Depuis que vous faites parti du réseau Let Agogo, croyez-vous que la présence des
femmes dans les activités des associations de producteurs a baissé/resté le
même/augmenté?

5.4

Depuis que vous faites parti du réseau Let Agogo, croyez-vous que le nombre de
femmes productrices qui tiennent des positions de gestion/leadership dans les
associations de producteurs a baissé/resté le même/augmenté?

5.5

Dans votre ménage, qui prend les décisions principales en ce qui concerne les
achats/dépenses de la famille?

5.6

Depuis que vous faites parti du réseau Let Agogo, croyez-vous que la contribution
des femmes aux décisions ménagères a baissé/resté le même/augmenté?

5.7

Depuis que vous faites parti du réseau Let Agogo, croyez-vous que la contribution
des femmes aux décisions communautaires a baissé/resté le même/augmenté?
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5.4 FOCUS GROUP GUIDELINE NOTES: NON-BENEFICIARIES

Guide – Focus Groupe: Projet “Let Agogo” / Veterimed
GROUPE COMPARAISION (NON-BÉNÉFICAIRES DE LET AGOGO)
Activité 1A: Information Générale
Q#

Texte de Question

1.1

Initiales de l`Animateur

1.2

Date (J/M/A)

1.3

Code Groupe

1.5

Village/Endroit

1.6

Noms des Participants

Réponse

Village

Activité 1B: Enregistrement du Statut Socio-Économique
Catégories:
Q#

Catégories

Options

1.7

Quelle est

(Chef de ménage =1; autre =2)

1

2

3

4

votre
position dans
le ménage?
1.8

1.9

1.10

Statut

Marié(e)/En Cohabitation =1;

Familial des

Jamais Marié(e) =2; Veuf/ve =3;

Participants

Divorcé(e)/Séparé(e) =4

Age des

(Entre 18 et 60 ans = 1; 18 ans et

Participants

moins =2; 60 ans et plus = 3)

Nombre de

(1 ou 2 = 1; 3 à 5 = 2; 6+ = 3)
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membres de
ménage

Activité 2: Tableau d`Evaluation
Question de Guide: Comment est-ce que le bien-être de votre ménage a changé dans les
derniers cinq ans?

Code Indicateur (Carte-Image)

Meilleur ☺

Aucun

Pire

Changement O
A

Accès au soutien à la
production (formation,
équipement, animaux)

B

Participation dans les
associations de producteurs

C

Niveau de production laitière

D

Accès aux marchés de vente

E

Revenu annuel

F

Statut des femmes

Activité 3: Analyse du Tableau/Discussion
Question de Guide: Aidez-nous à comprendre pourquoi les changements que votre ménage a
connus dans chacune des catégories sont passés.
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D. Soutien à la Production
Q#

Texte de Question

3.1

Est-ce que votre ménage a été soutenu dans l`élevage des animaux/production de
lait? Si oui, quel a été le principal assistance reçu?

3.1A

Qui est-ce qui vous offre ce soutien?

3.2

Si vous avez assisté à la formation, est-ce que vous vous sentez mieux préparé(e)
pour élever vos vaches/produire du lait qu`avant cette formation?
E. Participation dans les Associations de Producteurs

Q#

Texte de Question

3.5

Etes-vous membre d`une association de producteurs de lait?

3.7

À combien des réunions de votre association assistez-vous?

3.9

Croyez-vous que votre association vous permet d`exprimer vos opinions?

3.10

Quel est l`avantage principal d’être membre de votre association?

F. Production de Lait
Q#

Texte de Question

4.22

L`année dernière, quelle quantité de lait votre ménage a-t-il consommé? (Gal/mois)?

4.23

Il y a cinq ans, quelle quantité de lait votre ménage avait-t-il consommé?

4.21A

Quel est le principal usage du lait que vous produisez?

4.24

Si vous consommez une partie de votre lait chez vous, croyez-vous que ce lait aide
votre famille à améliorer ses niveaux de santé?
D/E. Accès aux Marchés de Vente/Revenu Annuel

Q#

Texte de Question

4.10

Quel est votre principal activité génératrice de revu? La production du lait, est-t-elle
une de vos principales activités économiques? Combien d`argent gagnez-vous de la
vente du lait chaque mois?

4.10A

Quel genre d`activité vous apporte plus d`argent: la production du lait ou une autre
activité?

4.18

Est-ce que vous êtes engage en d`autres activités pendant l`année qui soutiennent
votre famille mais qui ne sont pas payants?
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4.19

Pendant les cinq dernières années, est-ce que le revenu annuel de votre ménage a
baissé/resté le même/augmenté?

4.20-A

L`année dernière, comment est-ce que vous avez dépensé le revenu généré par la
vente du lait/autre activité économique principale? Est-que vos dépenses ont changé
pendant les dernières cinq années?

4.25

Pendant les cinq dernières années, est-ce que votre accès aux marchés pour vendre le
lait a baissé/resté le même/augmenté?

4.26-7

L`année dernière, quel était votre moyen principal de vendre le lait? Il y a cinq ans,
quel était votre moyen principal de vendre le lait?

4.28

Pendant les cinq dernières années, est-ce que le prix de marché que vous obtenez
pour votre lait a baissé/resté le même/augmenté?

4.29-30-1

Pendant les cinq dernières années, est-ce que votre accès à l`information concernant
les moyens de vendre votre lait a baissé/resté le même/augmenté? Comment
obteniez-vous des renseignements sur la vente du lait l`année dernière? Il y a cinq
ans?

4.32A

Est-ce que vous rencontrez des défis/obstacles en essayant de vendre votre lait? Si
oui, quel est le principal obstacle?

4.32B

Est-ce que vous avez entendu parlé de Veterimed/Let Agogo? À quoi sert Veterimed
principalement, à votre avis?

4.32C

Croyez-vous que les producteurs de lait dans votre communauté qui font parti du
réseau Let Agogo gagnent plus d`argent par mois que les autres producteurs de
lait/autres gens qui travaillent dans la communauté?

G. Statut des Femmes
Q#

Texte de Question
5.1

Pendant les cinq dernières années, croyez-vous que le nombre de femmes
productrices de lait dans votre communauté a baissé/resté le même/augmenté?

5.2

Pendant les cinq dernières années, croyez-vous que le nombre de femmes
productrices qui sont membres des associations de producteurs a baissé/resté le
même/augmenté?

5.3

Pendant les cinq dernières années, croyez-vous que la présence des femmes dans les
activités des associations des producteurs a baissé/resté le même/augmenté?

5.4

Pendant les cinq dernières années, croyez-vous que le nombre de femmes
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productrices qui tiennent des positions de gestion/leadership dans les associations
des producteurs a baissé/resté le même/augmenté?
5.5

Dans votre ménage, qui prend les décisions principales en ce qui concerne les
achats/dépenses de la famille?

5.6

Pendant les cinq dernières années, croyez-vous que la contribution des femmes aux
décisions ménagères a baissé/resté le même/augmenté?

5.7

Pendant les cinq dernières années, croyez-vous que la contribution des femmes aux
décisions communautaires a baissé/resté le même/augmenté?
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